2014 CQ WW DX CW Contest QRM
Great contest!! I was using my special callsign for 20 years as ham.
Thanks to all for answer my call. . . .4A5XX. Thanks all best 73 cu used
IC-745 100watts and home made verticals . . .4K6FO. QRP 10m-2W,
15m-3W, 20m/40m-5W, Inv V, akkuKeyer. HM'94,670m/asl,vy bad WX.
. .4O4SM. ICOM-756 Pro . . .4X/R3HD. Licensed June 7, 2012 . . .5Q5R.
Lot of fun with excellent conditions in West Africa . . .6W1SR. K3 power
5Watts Dipole . . .7K1CPT. Thanks for everyone who survived simplex
contacts. Dima, RA9USU . . .7O2A. FT 817 - 5W - LW 10 METERS ON
BALCON TNX FOR UR RST - 73 FROM ALGIERS . . .7XØMT. Great
to work 7O2A on two bands for ATNO and maybe 10 new ones on CW
. . .8P2K. TS-450S, 70 W, Ground Plane Antenna Age: 73, HAM SINCE
1957 . . .9A2DI. Unfortunately had car accident at noon on Sunday, so
had to quit early . . .9A7T. My Rig: Yaesu FT-1000MP and VL-1000
Quadra Linear @ 400 watts Antennas @ 27m (HF) 2-el Lightning Bolt
Quad (LF) Butternut HF2V 10m was the outstanding band especially to
NA/SA after my sunrise. Tremendous sigs even with 18dB of attenuation in on my FT-1000MP! On Saturday night the high bands dropped
out very early... Many thanks to the organizers. 73 to all from Borneo .
. .9M6XRO. RIG: Yaesu FT-897 100W ANT: Dipole SUPPORT SOME
15M CW CONTACT . . .9V1XX. K3 > SPE2LK > Hexxbeam at 40ft . .
.A65BD. Thanks to my friends for giving me the privilege to drive the
station single-operator. What great condx! . . .A71BX. We appreciated
the great hospitality of Danny KH2JU . . .AH2R. Thanks all contester! .
. .BA2BI. TKS NICE CQWW TEST,CUAGN,73 . . .BA4SD. Antenna:wire
GP, SFI 177, A=4~7, K=1 . . .BV3FG. Could just operate for half an hour
in the contest before taking the station down and flying back home . .
.CE0Y/PG5M. Very nice conditions on 15m. I really enjoyed the contest.
Thanks to all participants. I hope to see all of you next year . . .CN8KD.
YAESU FT-857D,PWR: 100W ANT: MA5B . . .CO2CW. FB Condx! Lot
of Fun. Wonderful new antenna performance. Height and Gain are the
key to success. With 5W I travel the world. Almost can´t believe my
score. 73 GL, CUAGN. Frank CO2IR . . .CO2IR. It is my first time as
SOAB LP overlay Classic. It is a challenge to optimize the 24 hours operation. Thanks everybody for the QSO and hope copy you in the next
contest. . . .CO8DM. Had a good run for eleven hours then station the
control system collapsed. Over 1600 QSOs in 11 hours was a good start.
Got the station up and running again three hours before the contest
ended. I did run then 4050 QSOs on 20 as CQ8X. Better luck next time,
I hope . . .CR2X. First licensed: 09 January 2014 . . .CR7AJL. Thanks
for the QSO you all. FT 450D, 400W Quad 2. 10 and 10 meters. QSL
via EA5GL, Merry Christmas and New Year 2015! . . .CX2BR. Rig KX3
at 5W - Ant. 10m inv. V end fed dipole at 30 ft . . .CX7RT. Nice contest,
TNX and see u next year. . . .DC9ZP. IC-7700 Acom 1000 hor. wire Loop
. . .DD1JN. Rig: K3/10 Ant: 15m LW . . .DF1SZ. Rig K2+KX3 5W, 3ele,
160/80/40 Dipoles, 40 Vertical . . .DF5RF. 5 Watt and indoor wire gp in
my attic . . .DF5WW. Only S&P for Mults with simple vertical antennas.
Run station missing . . .DF7ZS. SunSDR2 & PA with multiband dipole .
. .DF8JK. wkd 160 2hrs, indoor ant, 30watts. 73, alfred . . .DG3MA. What
big Fun . . .DG7EE. My rig FT-817 5wtts Longwire 21m . . .DH0DK. - .
. .DH1PAL. LOTS STN HAVE NO EARS FOR QRP :-( . . .DH5MM. nice
conditions, spent much time for collecting new slots - successfully :-) . .
.DH6DAO. ICOM IC7800, ACOM2000A, Optibeam OB17-4, on 10m 6
ele. yagi, 750W, Win-Test . . .DJ1AA. QRP 5 Watt from FT817 via tuner
Z11 to off-center-fed dipole, 21m long 8m high . . .DJ3GE. Extremely
good participation on all bands. Most enjoyable! . . .DJ3WE. Nice contest again. Some rare multi really needed to go split. Still wondering why
people send slow speed CW and take fast speed? . . .DJ5AN. Just to
feel what's going on in a 160m cw contest, being top band first timer with
74 yrs, hi. Only with a temporary provisional 60% GP made of an GFK
pole, no radials (no space for radials on 525 squaremeters of property
with two buildings on it). Apologies for asking 2 or 3 times on some weaker signals, no receiving antenna (yet), just the tx vertical to listen omnidirectional. The huge thunderstorm cluster in the Mediterranean Sea
sometimes gave me a hard time with QRN. Thanks for the patience,
next year cu on 80 again ... 73, Ecki . . .DJ5EU. Operated just for fun .
. .DJ6OI. Fine Condx again on 10M . . .DJ6TK. ft1000MP 3 el.Beam
Dipol 100w . . .DJ6UP. RIG: IC-756 5W Out Magloop 0.9m indoor . .
.DK1IZ. Nice activity and a bunch of interesting DX on air. Next year
maybe more seriously activity from my side. 73s de Jens, DK2AB . .
.DK2AB. Yaesu FT-1000mp; PA 400 Watt, FB-DX506, FD4 . . .DK2AT.
10 meters was quite open. Wunderbar! DK3CC . . .DK3CC. Had a lot
of fun on 10m. TNX to DK3EE for use of his station de DK3DM . . .DK3T.
Good conditions till Sunday evening, tnx for excellent contest, 73 . .

.DK3YD. Rookie-Category: date of first licence 30.11.2011 RIG:
Kenwood TS-590S (100W), 22m longwire about 12m high with 1:9 Balun
TNX for this nice contest. 73 Philipp, DK6SP (17 years old) . . .DK6SP.
I think condx were good, but the reality shows the following picture: JA
very difficult and USA mostly one or two letters suffix big guns. But they
had good ears! . . .DK7AN. I was very glad to give with DLØARN the
special DOK 90ARN in memory of the foundation of the Radio
Technology Club on 7th November, 1924 in Arnstadt. Thanks for the lot
of contacts! . . .DLØARN. Enjoyable as usual. CU next year . . .
DLØGEO. Rig was Elecraft K3 with 100 Watts, 3 El-Beam and a Dipole
for 160 Metres. We had a lot of fun . . .DLØH. Only a small participation
. . .DLØKB. Fantastic conditions and great activity allowed us to score
our best result ever - claiming new DL record . . .DL1A. TENTEC
Agronaut 2 / QRP 5Watt Ant: Dipol 160-80m / DeltaLoop 40m / 3El. Yagi
10m Portable QTH: Wichmannsdorf/Ostseebad Boltenhagen . .
.DL1AQU. TRX: FT-840, PWR: 30 TO 200 WATTS, ANTENNA: DELTALOOP, WINDOM, GAP-TITAN . . .DL1AWM. vertical, 2-ele, dipol, 200
Watt, K3+home made PA . . .DL1KWK. FT2000 + Expert 1k-FA
Ultrabeam UB50 + 2*20m-Dipol . . .DL1NEO. IC746, GPA30, LW 40m
. . .DL1SAN. Some QSOs only . . .DL1SBF. tnx fer nice contest - see
you 2015 agn . . .DL1THB. Because of very limited time I have chosen
10M and enjoyed it. 73 Hardy . . .DL1VDL. TRX: X1m, PWR:5W , ANT:
Dipole 2x20m . . .DL2BIS. TRX: TS-2000 ; PWR: 100 W ; ANT: 5el.3band-beam FB-53; FD4 . . .DL2BUM. FA-SDR Transceiver, AllbandDoublet-Antenne, MFJ-Tuner,1 Watt out testing my new qrp station
homemade . . .DL2DWP. Thanks to all! It was a fine contest again! 73
Uwe . . .DL2SWR. TS 850 S - 2x 19,5m - Doppelzepp - HÃºhnerleitung
. . .DL2ZA. always a challenge for a low prw stn and baby windom . .
.DL3HAE. HOMEMADE TUNNNEL DIODE TRX PWR 2mW ANT
DIPOLE PURE FUN . . .DL3PB. Fantastic CONDX on ten! My best score
as a single band/LP entry ever, first time broke the 1000 QSO barrier
and only missed CQ zones 1 and 31! . . .DL4AAE. Very good propagation! CW forever! . . .DL4EPM. Drake TR7 + PA FL-2100Z I had much
fun with this contest - like every year! . . .DL4FAP. IC-7410, 100W;
160m/80m/40m loop; 20m/15m/10m dipoles . . .DL4FN. Tnx to DL6LSM
for hospitality . . .DL4LAM. Yaesu FT-450/Datong FL2/SteppIR/Loop
168 Meter Umfang/Yaesu FC-102 . . .DL4ZA. vy73 de Micha, DL5DRM
Mni Tnx for your working! . . .DL5DRM. K3 + KPA500 + HyGain GP 640
+ Dipole 40/80 . . .DL5JQ. TCVR: TS 590-S (100W) Ant : W3DZZ . .
.DL5JRA. OLD ICOM728 80 W DIPOLE UP 10 M. - - N1MM_LOGGER_PLUS DID A TOP NOTCH JOB WITHOUT ANY TROUBLE,
THANKS TO THE DEVELOPMENT TEAM . . .DL5KUD. TRX Icom 756
proIII ANT TA33M,FD4 and Inv"V" . . .DL5ZB. SG-2020 + GP(10-40m)
. . .DL6NWA. much fun with low power . . .DL6UHA. Only some hours
to test my vertical . . .DL7UMK. nice contest... hope work 2015.. merry
xmas and happy new year to your and all HAM's Volker, DL8AKA . .
.DL8AKA. QRV primary on 10m and 40m,looking for US stations, to
work the WAS-Award . . .DL8HK. What a nice contest, what nice and
special conditions! Each band was enjoyable fine, even aurora-fans have
had their pleasure! See you in next contest! . . .DL8RDL. much fun as
usually on 80m! CUAGN 2015 SURE!!! 73 de Olaf dm7c/dl7cx . . .DM7C.
TX / RX FT-1000MP, PWR 100 Watt Ant Monoband R1-Dipole for 160
/80/15 and 10 m . . .DO1UZ. Mni zones and dxcc heard but not reachable with 5 watts. Also I missed dx cluster and skimmer spots - but it is
definitively more fun to find some easy multipliers like IS or 4O unexpected by tuning - also late in contest . . .DR3W. ICOM IC-735 70-Watt
With Di-Poor Wire Antenna . . .DU7HF. FT817 and multiband dipole
Fun!!! TKS . . .EA1AER. Good fun and nice experience since I am new
with the CW Next year...I will be back! . . .EA1BP. Second time QRP in
this test: a lot FUN! VY 73 . . .EA2BD. Setup was: Yaesu FT-817, Ant;
4 elm. Yagi . Was hard but fun work some multiplier, Thanks to all for
the QSO and specially to Julen EB2AM to lend me his station to play in
this contest . . .EA2EA. Equipment: Icom IC 746 PWR 5 Watts. Output
Ant: Windom long version Sof Urelib 3.12 Many rain, many noise, another year, another contets Very happy, very nice. Next year, next test Goob
job . . .EA3BES. TNX to Julen, EB2AM, to let me use his station . .
.EA4KR. Good conditions on 28MHz . . .EA5/OK1GO. FT 757GX, cobbweb, delta loop .dipole.73S and thanks all, Andy . . .EA5IIK. Poor conditions and band closed to early. Very tired from work but get a great
mind recover with the contest. Thanks for calling me. 73´s Mike EA6SX
. . .EA6SX. For this contest cw I'm very satisfied. Best regards, 73.
EA7AN/Rafael . . .EA7AN. Big fun as always. Station is improving year
by year but we still need more room to set rx antennas . . .EA7PP. Yaesu

FT-897d Dipole Windom 70 Watt Good Propagation In 10 Meter . .
.EA8AQV. My best WW in CW . . .EB2RA. Great fun this contest and
conditions seemed favorable for a low power station. I didn't win the contest but had a great time . . .EI2KA. Only seven hours operating because
the band was wiped out for most of the weekend by noise from a faulty
local electricity substation . . .EI3DP. Had very little opportunity to work
the contest. Enjoyed the little bit I did manage. 10 meters was very good.
Highlights; Thailand, Maritius & a very odd sig from China. I think it was
travelling both ways around the globe. Pity I couldn't have done the full
test . . .EI4HQ. Great buzz, 1st time in single entry . . .EI5KF. Yaesu FT80C Tuner MFJ-941E Collinear 3L/2 . . .EK3GM. FT-857d, ant LW 84m
. . .ER1CS. ICOM 706 100W 2EL QQ,IV DIPOL . . .ER5DX. TRX:IC707
95 WTTS. ANT:Dipoles 80/40M . . .ES4MM. Excellent propagation, but
B4 the end the Aurora rushed on, nevertheless was vy fun. Tks to everybody! . . .ES8DH. Nice opening on 10 meters from this rare spot. Due
to power breakdown on Sunday my operation has been limited to
Saturday only . . .ET3AA. Tnx for contest . . .EU1AI. Used FT897d 5
watts + TM535 tuner + V beams, slopers . . .EU6DX. wow - exceptional conditions! . . .F4GFT. TX FT1000 ANT KT34 + L Inverted + G5RV .
. .F5GGL. Ten Tec Argonaut 509 - 5 w - ant. verticale Gap Titan . .
.F5IQJ. Nice contest on 10 m assisted. Just some problem with the principal amplifier. Only 700 Watts with the spare amp. (Acom 1000) See
you soon, Lee . . .F5MUX. Had fun. Very nice propagation. The ex french
record for SO(A) HP was around 2.7 million. Hope there is no other
French op better !!! Hi Good luck for correction. 73 . . .F5PHW.
Transceiver : FT-897D 80 Watts Antennas - Center-fed 2x20m on 80 to
10m Software - MixW 3.1.1h demo Thanks to all who worked me. See
you again next year. F5RD Bernard . . .F5RD. First time in unassisted
category. New mults hard to find in AF and SA. Condx variable with lots
of multi path echoes and warbles at times. High winds on Fri / Sat kept
the tower at 40 feet . . .F5VKT. TNX for the nice contest! . .See you in
the next contest JEAN-PIERRE . . .F8NUH. RIG IC7200 5W OUTPUT
ANTENNAE YAGIS . . .FY5FY. Great conditions. Lots of fun . . .FY5KE.
Single Op 10m only, High Power, assisted by cluster . . .GØBNR.
Excellent conditions and good manners throughout . . .GØEFO. FT1000
with 100W into W3DZZ trapped dipole @ 27ft above ground . . .GØGDU.
Despite the problems on Saturday I have enjoyed myself. I will be back
next year . . .GØHSA. Not a very successful CQWW - RF problems and
poor antenna and to finish it all off I seem to have caught the household
lurgie ..so bailing early, hope your CQWW went better than mine 73 Paul
. . .GØWAT. 10m condx just outstanding! Pity I could not devote more
time to it this year. Tony . . .G2NF. Nice to have 10 meters open well .
. .G3IZD. Great condx on 10M although it shut during night time but by
day huge signals from all parts of the globe - made QRP working a
dream, there will be some massive scores I am sure. cu next year 73
Derrick . . .G3LHJ. 100W to a G5RV at 15ft or a trapped vertical. On
time 17 hours. Great conditions. Should have spent more time in front
of rig but distracted by 8 year old grandson staying overnight! Being unassisted, wasted a great deal of time waiting for DX stations running
pile-ups to ID; rules should demand frequent sending of callsigns . .
.G3NKS. Fabulous propagation.400 watts. Separate dipoles on all
bands. All less than 30 feet agl . . .G3PHO. First time in this contest.
Very busy. Too much computer morse making reading of callsigns very
difficult. Supposed to be a CW contest, not a keyboard contest . .
.G3RFH. Dipoles at 13m for 7/14/21/28, 50m Inv L 13m high for 80/160m.
100watts . . .G3RLE. Conditions were superb, If I had more time available for a decent effort (only 5 hours operating) I would have put in an
entry . . .G3SVD. Sadly only very limited time available . . .G3VKW.
Conditions on 10m good - the band was lively and I made a third of my
contacts on it! Not a serious entry - just fitted in QSOs between the usual
domestic weekend stuff . . .G3WRR. great conditions. Worked loads of
DX. Good fun . . .G3YJQ. Reasonable conditions, plenty of activity but
couldn't break a lot of the pileups. Elecraft K2, 5W into 75ft longwire and
a 30ft vertical . . .G3YMC. A really great contest. My neighbor’s Plasma
TV caused issued on some channels. My system works well to the West
but no so good East. A single band entry. Inverted V put up for the contest. IH9P said I was a duplicate. No QSO before! . . .G3ZGC. Band
condx great. Certain stns sending ridiculously fast morse. This has to
be machine created but some of us read it by ear. There should be a
rule on maximum wpm as it is unfair for those of us human reading to
have to stop and keep trying to decipher their code . . .G4CWH. elecraft
k3 kpa 500 400 watts vee dipole antenna . . .G4DBW. Came down with
bad head cold over weekend started off well but had to take time off later
good result considering and great contest . . .G4DDL. Amazing conditions, all bands were open until late but 10/15 not so good early Sunday.
Recent broken key wrist made me change key three times but all went
well. A very enjoyable weekend with just over 23 hours on . . .G4DDX.
Another couple of fun-packed days although the band was closed by

around 19:00 on both days . . .G4FKA. Too many stations with long
gaps between callsigns, Good conditions, lots activity . . .G4IUF. Rig=
Icom IC726, Amp= FL2100; Ant= Inv L Operated for about 6 hours only,
Classic . . .G4RGK. UNSPORTSMAN LIKE CONDUCT BY YT7Z ON
15M, SEVERE CLICKS ON BOTH DAYS . . .G5E. FT1000 with 100w
into W3DZZ @ 27ft . . .G6NUM. Equip- FT847, 80w 10m GP-5/8. A quick
blast between QRL with my flea station . . .G7RAU. Only managed about
12hrs this time so missed most of Saturday and any openings to the
east. The last 15mins on Sunday was on 20m which had closed here..that
was until the band went auroral and I caught YL2KO UA1CE OH8X and
OH2XX all with auroral rasp..propagation is never what you expect !.
Wish I had worked more 73`s Bill . . .GA4UBJ. Great conditions on all
bands made for a fun contest ! . . .GJ2A. Great fun some good DX with
5Watts . . .GM0LVI. Band in good shape VDA was surrounded by sea
(Loch Fyne). European key clicks etc irritating as usual . . .GM3RWF.
First time in the high power category. Of course, in the UK that means
400w only. Did make a big difference, but still cannot compete with KW
big guns . . .GM4O. Only managed a few hours but thoroughly enjoyed
working 10M . . .GM4UYZ. Great fun was had by us 3 op's. No mult station, just a tribander and some wires . . .GM5A. Another great contest .
. .GWØBBO. Icom IC756 Pro Doublet-Vertical-Beam . . .GW3NAS.
audio is at www.gw4ble.dxlist.co.uk part time only . . .GW4BLE. Set out
to work 100 countries and got there, nice to have an entry after a 5 year
layoff . . .GW4MVA. Aurora made life difficult on both days. But a great
contest in every other way . . .GW5R. Rig: FT450AT Power: 80 W Ant:
GPN4B vertical by DUNAX for 40,20,15 and 10m Ant: Inverted Vee on
80 m . . .HA0GK. RIG: Kenwood ts-870, Yaesu FT-857 + HA5IW divider
system ANT's: 160m: INV L, INV V 80m. INV L, INV V 40m: 5/8 GP,
INV.V 20m-15m-10m : HB35C+ NOVA ECO 2x3 el. RX ANT: 2x beveridge 316m . . .HA1ZN. Kenwood TS850, 100W, 4B GP (40-20-15-10),
Inv V (160, 80) . . .HA2OS. FT2000 into an old 205BA and 3 times XQ's with antenna switch Operating time of mine is too short at Saturday
(familiar prog's) QRM'ers OL9R SN8N YO3APJ Z63MED Greetings from
me to members of Contest Committee . . .HA3DX. RIG, Yaesu FT-857D,
OUT PWR, 90W MAX. ANT, H/M HF6V, SoftWare, N1MM+ . . .HA3OU.
Rig: Home made QRP, 3 watts . . .HA4FY. IC-756 PRO III. Ant.: inv. V
RX ant.: EWE . . .HA5NB. IC-756 PRO III. ant.: DFH-6 yagi, dipoles . .
.HA5YG. ICOM756pro 100w 3 el yagi GP-s, dipoles . . .HA6NL. Thank
you very much QSO's! 73,DX! RIG: FT-757GX, ANT: HF4V, DIPOLES
. . .HA6PJ. 10 watts FT-707S Ant: Sloper 25 m. high- Dipole N-S. 20 m.
high . . .HA6VA. FTDX3000 5W ANT: INV-L w/16x30m radials, RX ant
- K9AY . . .HA7I. K3 100 Watts Antennas - Force 12 C-4s and Inverted
L for 80 and 160m . . .HB9ARF. Very good propagations this year! 5
Watt output to LW antenna with 1:9 Unun . . .HB9AYZ. Nice team, weather ok and no major technical problems: a lot of fun as usual . . .HB9CA.
ELECRAFT K2, VERTICAL & DIPOLE . . .HB9CEY. First time here after
20 years license....vy fun contest . and to many stations active wow . .
.HB9FBP. Testing the new 40m GP. Thanks for all QSOs. 73 . . .HB9IRF.
Fabulous conditions. Thanks for the pleasure of participating . .
.HC1WDT. RIG: FT817 ANT: 9 BAND TRAP DIPOLE . . .HG5O. TCVR:
IC735 60Watts output Ant: EX14 HyGain 40M high . . .HG8C. BOYS
MUST HAVE FUN! WE CERTAINLY ENJOYED. GOOD COMPANY,
BIG STATION, AND BIG PILEUPS. A REALLY MULTINATIONAL TEAM
WITH CITIZENS OF 7 DIFFERENT COUNTRIES . . .HK1NA. Beautiful
propagation, signals between USA and far east on same band at same
time, many stations operative ...one only trouble: too many stations with
too big linear amplifiers and too many bad operators!!! (east & west) . .
.I0YQV. 50W out + Wire 15 MT . . .I1QQC. QRP RTX FT817 5W Ant
calculated tap Wire 39m Long 10m High . . .I2BPP. Great conditions but
not adequate antennas! I had fun. Bob, I2WIJ . . .I2WIJ. Fantastic Test
. I chose 80mtr ,but the prop. and participation wast as '13 . . .I4JEE.
ts590 kenwood 100w magloop ant: low band 2mt-diam. magloop ant: hi
band 1mt-diam . . .I5YKQ. Three new young CW operators added to the
usual crew and our previous M/2 top score cracked: what a fun! . . .IB9T.
It is the first time fer cw I operated only 3 hours . . .IF9/IT9RDG. Good
Time Beautifull island , Rtx K3, Antenna Vertical Homemade and one
Dipole. Tks at all OM calling me 73 goodby in 2015 Emilio . . .IH9R. A
partial time entry with this special call commemorating 50 years anniversary Radio Telescope Croce del Nord (North Cross radio telescope). In
this occasion I used my new TS-590SG Kenwood transceiver low power
with 3 el Ultrabeam and morgain dipole for 40-80m. I enjoyed it very
much. QSL is via IZ4FUE . . .II4CDN. Bellissimo contest ci si diverte
moltissimo, alla prossima Aldo . . .IK1RGK. My first contest cq ww in
1954, 60 years ago, as I1YCZ/Trieste Free Territory. Phone and CW in
October. I had a Geloso setup and a windom. At present qrp, still surprised that with an indoor dipole they heard me in Canada and California
. . .IK2AIT. Few time, but always great contest . . .IK2XDE. Only a few
hours on sunday, it was nice to see the upper bands busy . . .IK4WMH.

RX-TX: Yaesu FT-817 5W Antenna: 3 Elem. Directional . . .IK7GUW.
FT-817 with 5w, vertical antenna and... lots of patience! Thank you all
for listening to my weak signals! . . .IN3HUU. tnx for Clay I4LEC for hosting me :-) . . .IO4T. RX-TX: Yaesu FT-817 5W Antenna: Dip. Rot . . .IO7R.
RX-TX: Yaesu FT-817 5W Antenna: 3 Elem. Directional . . .IO7U. RTX:
Icom IC756 proIII, PWR: 100 W, Antenna: wire dipole for 20m I began
by category-band 20m but I could not resist the lure of fantastic propagation in 10m . . .IS0XDA. Rig: KNW TS590S ( 5W ) Ant: Cobwebb 620 (homemade), vertical 80-40 (homemade) SW : QARtest . . .IT9IGN.
many problems with my cw automatic generation and few time to dedicate to the contest. Nice and beautiful contest. Thanks all om worked .
. .IT9NVA. First CQDX in CW after more than 30 years in SSB. QRP
was the right choice! . . .IT9RYJ. Very good condition - Very good propagation I operate from my QTH With Yaesu FT 1000 (100 Watt) and
Moxon for 15 meter, Mosley 3 bander 2 elementents 40 meter vertical
phasing 2 elements 80 meter vertical phasing Double "L" For 160 meter
Noise and QRM in the 80 meters Software QAR TEST connect to
http://cqcontest.net/ Best contest. I very much happy! . . .IV3BCA. GUD
contest, good bay in next CQWWDX 2015- CIAO & 73 IV3DYS Salvatore
2015 . . .IV3DYS. Rig: Kenwood TS 140-S Ant: Vertical 12AVQ (10-1520) Dipole (40 -80) . . .IV3KSE. FT-817ND, ant. delta loop 85 m "skywire", straightkey . . .IW1BCO. Simply wonderful. Max . . .IW3ILM. few
hours of operation but lot of fun, FT950 (barefoot) and nanokeyer + vertical multiband . . .IW5EIJ. Le bande erano tutte affollate, a conferma
del grande ham-spirit nei riguardi della radiotelegrafia . . .IZØEUS.
Amazing band conditions my best score ever. My condition: the "power"
of SDR (Flexradio 3000) and a vertical multi-band antenna (Eco 7+). For
next year I'll be on low-band also ... I hope :-). 73*s de Raf - Milano . .
.IZ2OBS. this was my first ALL BAND WW . . .IZ4AKO. tnx, great fun
as usual!!! . . .IZ4DLR. Another busy weekend for me and so opted (as
previous SSB) for some part-time QRP operation. Nice. That's interesting, first time as QRP top bander. Antenna works and maybe the goal
was to have a good EFHWA set for NVIS into a extreme NVIS location,
my narrow valley. No matter of watt, in my case five or less. The keys
to make good QRP on the top band, in my opinion, are just the antenna systems, but both sides, TX-RX. Some, unfortunately, do not hear
anything. See you to the next . . .IZ5MOQ. NICE CONTEST..I HOPE
PRESENT ON NEXT YEAR.. 73 DE IZ6DWH OP. SALVATORE . .
.IZ6DWH. RX-TX: Yaesu FT-817 5W Antenna: Dip. Rot . . .IZ7DMT. My
QTH's location is JS6 (Okinawa Island), not JA0 area . . .JA0BPY. Rig:
FT1000MP MarkV(200W) Ant: DP(15mHi) . . .JA1BIV. RIG:TS-950S
ANT:TA351, DIPOLE Enjoyed contest very much . . .JA1BNW. We could
not beat our previous JA record set in 2013, but we enjoyed the Contest!
. . .JA1BPA. I was updated the personal best record of WW-CW contest. I enjoyed the contest! Thank you so much . . .JA1CRJ. I enjoyed
the contest. In addition, let's meet next year. In addition, let's meet next
year . . .JA1HFY. FT-920 & V-dipole I enjoyed the contest . . .JA1ILE.
TS-590 Longwire (fish rod supported) ATU . . .JA1KEB. I enjoyed the
contest. Good propagation 10meters band . . .JA1SKE. tx 50w ant 5mh
lw . . .JA1TQE. Enjoyed 10m band . . .JA1WTO. I am thankful to you.
This contest CQWW is always the most wonderful. A high band condition was good especially this time, and I was able to spend the happy
day as expected again . . .JA1YPA. RIG:IC-7600,2EL-5Band CQ . .
.JA2HYD. I enjoyed the contest . . .JA2HZA. RIG IC-726 100W output
ANT 12AVQ 14/21/28MHz Trap Vertical ANT Inv Vee 7MHz . . .JA2KKA.
RIG:IC-756PRO PWR:100W ANT:3el Tribander for 20, 15, and 10m
ANT:RDP for 40m ANT:Inv.Vee for 80m . . .JA2KVB. My rig TRX is
ICOM IC-760PRO output power is 50w . . .JA3EBT. DUPE QSO:RIGHT
BIT=1 . . .JA3EGE. RIG:IC-706 50W ANT:Vertical . . .JA3JM. RIG
FDX3000 100W ANT 3EL TRIBANDER 16mH, SLOPER . . .JA3VUI.
CONDX is not so good for Long Path . . .JA3VXH. Thank you nice the
contest. I enjoyed! . . .JA4OPW. FT2000, Dipole and 4 ele . . .JA6PCH.
I enjoyed this contest . . .JA6RIL. TKS nice contest . . .JA7ARW. 3.5, 7
MHz dipole. 14, 21, 28 MHz 4-el Yagi 15mh. JRC JST-245 100W . .
.JA7AXP. High speed "B" and "D" were difficult to copy when it had
echoes. PSE QRS . . .JA7COI. I enjoyed this contest as well as last year
. . .JA7LLL. Thank you for the nice contest and I enjoyed mode CW. but
Condx was not so good for EU . . .JA7MJ. I enjoyed the contest.
RIG:IC7600M ANT:2EL HB9CV . . .JA8KGG. I am glad to be able to
participate in a 2014 CW contest this time. also Tks for management of
CQ-WW contest to yours everytime . . .JA8KSW. First time ever 15m
single for CQWW. Sri could not any run for EU by LP in the evening,
even they from south of me like at JA3, JA5 runs well! Anyhow as always
enjoyed & had fun! Also nice to say Hi to many friends! . . .JA8RWU. A
change in the state of the radio-wave propagation was early . . .JA8XOD.
I enjoyed the contest. With using K2+R6000,TU! With using
K2+R6000,TU! . . .JA9MAT. COUNTRY IS OGASAWARA . . .JD1AHC.
This is my first participation in this contest . . .JE1HTV. I QRV on 160M

single band. I used my MV (Micro Vertical antenna) 12mHigh on my balcony + Elecraft K2. This year, the conditions of 160m band was very
poor. I could not QSO with the except west coast U.S.A. stations. I got
a ONLY 1/4 points than the last year. The condition was very poor. I got
only 480 points in this year (1957 points in last the year). (Last yest,
2,640 points). I used K2 , and It was very useful for the very weak signal . . .JE1SPY. tx 50w, lig ftdx3000, ant dipole . . .JE1XAD. FT-1000MP
50W+LW . . .JE6EKC. Thank you all stations! . . .JF2FIU. I enjoyed the
contest. TX POWER MAX200W YAGI . . .JF2JFP. TS-850(50W) Whip
on my balcony. Whip on my balcony . . .JF2KWM. I enter 40m SINGLEBAND HIGH-POWER other bands for check log . . .JF2OHQ. 50 watts
output . . .JF3IYW. RIG : FT-1000MP PWR : 100W ANT : 4020m/BROWN ANT 15-10m/3elements YAGI . . .JF9KVT. Maximum
power: 5 Watts. Equipment: rig: FT-817ND, ant: Long Wire along the
fishing rod on balcony at 4th floor . . .JG1BGT. FTDX-5000 ÅA200WÅAVDP FTDX-5000 ÅA200WÅAV-DP . . .JG1QPZ. RCVR HOMEBREW
XMTR HOMEBREW OUTPUT35W ANT WHIP UP 35MTRS . .
.JG3EHD. 50W Elecraft K3 DP . . .JG3LDD. Great contest as usual.
Conditions were worse than expected . . .JG5DHX. RIG IC-7800, Ant
7el Yagi for 15m, 2el yagi for 40, LP for 20m to 10m . . .JG6JAV. FT950(50W) & Vertical Dipole(10m high) Licensed since Dec. 11 2012.
TNX ALL . . .JH1NVA. We hope to keep the condition until the next year
. . .JH1OES. OATH: I swear using QRP5W out. RIG: IC-7600M Power
down. Ant:4el CQ 17mH . . .JH3DMQ. I enjoyed the contest . . .JH3HGI.
We had the inclement weather of the contest day, and it was not possible to develop the antenna prepared for 160m, . . .JH7BMF. SteppIR (3
element),Dipole IC-756PRO(100W) . . .JH7UBC. I want to do my best
on the next time! . . .JH8CLC. I hope to see you again next year . .
.JI1UDD. So bad conditions made so bad score on 160 this year... BTW,
I know HS0ZEE should send me as 26, but he sent 14 at that time, so I
logged as is. That is not my mistake . . .JI3KDH. FT-2000 v-type D.P
THE DATE FIRST LICENSED 2012-01-24 I enjoyed the contest . .
.JJ0QOJ. Operating location is Kobe-city Tarumi-ku in Hyogo RIG is TS850S and ANT is Long Wire Power output is 50 watts or less . . .JJ3TBB.
IC-756PRO HB9CV INV 100W . . .JK1LUY. My antenna for 10m-40m
band is a small ferrite rods antenna putting a window side. But I could
work with several DX stations. Thank you for picking up my very weak
signal . . .JK1OXU. I USED POWER LESS THAN 5W . . .JK1TCV. I
have operated power in 1W and DP from Japan .using FT817 Thanks
to pick up my weak signal. Thanks to pick up my weak signal . . .JK1VOZ.
PWR 5W, ANT IV Many thanks to all who were patient with me pulling
calls. Every QSO is appreciated. Operating QRP was fun for me, but
sometimes frustrating . . .JK7DWD. Rig: FT-2000 Output 100W Ant: 4Band Vertical & Micro Vart(80m) . . .JL1QDO. Rig FT1000MP 100W /
Ant Double Zepp at 22m high . . .JL2LPX. Worked by QRP, TEN-TEC
1340(2.5W),
MFJ-1640-T(Whip)
Please
refer
to
http://www.qrz.com/db/JM1XTB . . .JM1XTB. Power is 50W . . .JN1BBO.
The actual maximum power output used is 5 watts . . .JN3DMJ. RIG:FT2000D ANT:8mh HB9CV DP . . .JO1SIM. Rig: IC-706MK2 50 Watts Ant:
Loaded DP . . .JO1WIZ. Very interesting contest . . .JP1GVC. I am 82
years old. I am very happy I could enjoy this contest . . .JP1SRG. TS480,
5-el Yagi. 28 Mhz was open for 2 days and it was possible to enjoy
myself. I can contact 6 continents and I'm satisfied . . .JQ1NGT. I was
very enjoyed with my QRP Rig MIZUHO MX-14S 2watts out . . .JRØGFM.
RIG:TS480DAT ANT:GP Operator's License:1st Class Operator's
License:1st Class . . .JR1MEG. High band condition seems to be rather
good to enjoy . . .JR1MEU. The condition was very good. I enjoyed having QSOs. The maximum output power in the contest was five watts . .
.JR1NKN. It's my 1st Entry for WW CW CONTEST. Use multiple lines
if needed . . .JR2WLQ. FT897, Long wire 6 MH . . .JR3FYM. I enjoyed
the contest . . .JR3RIU. Glad to QSO with many DX stataions with QRP
and a wire ANT .It is so hard to get an african station from my QTH. But
really enjoyed and excited to contact with many superior overseas stations. Best Wishes to all of you replying my so weak signal. Many Thanks
and hope to see you again from Toshi,JAPAN . . .JR4BYH. I enjoyed
this contest with poor ANT . . .JR4CZM. I used QRP(5W)RIG . . .JR4DAH.
The contest is 2nd. I VY enjoyed the contest . . .JS2KHM. Thanks to all
who copied my QRP! . . .KH6CS. I strung up a 160m dipole only 25'
above the ground. Not the best. I only used hunt and pounce because
of my inability to hear most stations. Did not want to call endless CQs
knowing I could not copy most callers. The contest rekindled my interest so now will begin rebuilding my antenna system . . .KH6DX. DUE
TO GREAT CONDITIONS WE DECIDED TO COMPETE IN M/M
RATHER THAN M2 AT THE LAST MINUTE. IT PROVED TO BE THE
RIGHT CHOICE. THANKS TO ALL WHO GAVE US QSOS. THANKS
TO ALEX, KH6YY, FOR LETTING US USE HIS STATION . . .KH7XX.
ANAN-200D + PowerSDR/Win7/MacBookAir + 2K-FA. Hexbeam, vertical dipoles for 40m and 80m/160m. It was the most enjoyable contest

in my life! I will be back with better 160m antenna next year . . .KH8B.
This was a true test, not so much contest. New-ish FTdx5000MP, using
SO2V at times, first time out with N1MM+, and a new two- element 40m
array. I did SOSB on 40m last year with a dipole. An interesting comparison. Everything worked well together, and the vertical array is just
dandy. More than doubled last year's score and worked many more
countries. Propagation seemed to slide downhill later on Saturday.
Sunday morning to Asia was horrible. Not many JAs in the log, and BY,
9M, HS, and DU were missed completely. Few could hear me, despite
loud signals from the usual cast of characters. EU was stupendous most
of the time, however! . . .KL2R. Looking to start the record for 20m Low
Power Assisted in Alaska . . .KL7/AB8XX. Condx well above average
except for 10m Enjoyed contest, very mni stations to work Also mni rare
DX Contest programm caused mni zone errors, sorry! Be back next year
if health permits! . . .LA2AB. NOV-26-2013 . . .LB1JG. VERTEX VX1700 - OUTPUT 100W - ANT - 2 EL QUAD 11 MTS HIGH . . .LU1ICX.
date first licensed 05-11-2012 (dd-mm-yyyy) . . .LU3FGL. IC 746PRO
D 7 1/2 WAVE DIPOLE up 5 ft . . .LU3XX. ANTENNA INSTALER
LU5UEA ANTENNA INSTALER LU9UAZ RARE CONDX EN 10 M . .
.LU6UO. Good conditions on 10M. CU next time . . .LY3X. 300 W,
DIPOLE 2X 40M AT 13M, RXANT 2ELE PHASED SMALL MAG.LOOPS
SUPERB CONDX TO NA . . .LZ1AQ. FT-ONE Ant dipole, power abt
70W . . .LZ1IA. Had a bit of fun hunting for some new DXCC, thanks to
those that were patient with my poor CW, or weak signal, lastly to the
organisers. 73 . . .M0HOM. feb 2014 . . .M0IDL.
www.qsl.net/yo3fca/hstc.htm . . .M0IPU. First Licensed 6th November
2012 (06/11/2012) . . .MØPMV. Great Contest, looking forward to 2015.
TNX to the organizers. Need a bigger antenna next year so must move
house . . .M0TCL. Excellent conditions on Saturday, particularly to zones
8,9. Much harder work on Sunday. Good ears at VU4KV, HI3A, VK6CW
and thanks to ZD8O who slowed down his run to struggle with my QRP
. . .M0VAA. New antenna helped a lot. Looks like it could be my best
score yet in the qrp section Thanks to those who stuck with me through
the qro qrm hi hi 73 Billy . . .M0ZWW. Great fun, managed to beat last
year’s score. Less QSOs and more Mults this year. I am so tired. See
you all next year . . .M3C. Good contest if you have got good filters
Getting my logging sorted would help . . .M3OSP. K3 @ 100W into
Folding Hexbeam at 9m (30ft) . . .M6O. Good battle with G9W and GD6IA
but I did not pay enough attention to multipliers. Sometimes you have
to re-learn old lessons . . .M6T. Not had this much fun for many years.
The fantastic conditions gave me 4-Band DXCC and WAZ with just 100w
and no beams . . .M6W. FTDX5000, 100W, 5 ele Yagi at 45ft, 4 ele Yagi
at 25ft . . .M7X. Hello from the SHETLAND ISLANDS! Was a very hard
job using a Vertical and 100Watts only! . . .MA0XAU. 28 MHZ open from
sunrise to sunset. Good Fun. . . .MM3N. Good condx, thanks to all who
worked me . . .MM3T. fantastic weekend pity I couldnt qrv in the mornings . . .MU0FAL. Casual S&P entry good conditions Saturday night on
10m . . .MW0IDX. C U Next Year! . . .NL7W. Inaugural operation from
NP2X. More to follow? . . .NP2X. From Los Chachos Contest Villa . .
.NP4Z. When the contest started, I was sick in bed. My fever broke a little after noon on Saturday. I was up and running in the contest by 3:30
pm EST and kept going until the end. I had plenty of fun as usual. Ed .
. .OA4SS. What a beautiful contest - I had 350 contacts with a focus on
40 meters and got 5 new DXCC countries so I’m absolutely satisfied with
the result. My rig was a K3/100 and a piece of wire under my roof. I
worked all continents and on all bands except 160 meters. I got a lot of
radio contacts to US and Canadian stations especially on 40 meters and
all of them i got without any own CQ call . Believe me, I didn´t call ONE
time "CQ TEST" !!! Kind regards and best wishes from Vienna / Austria
- Michael, OE1CIW . . .OE1CIW. Licensed 2014-04-14 . . .OE1HXS. I
don’t understand why there is "classic". Last year I did use it, but I was
listed in the results as SOABHP . . .OE2BZL. History repeated. I started with the intention to just hand out points on Saturday, found condx
to be great and got once again hooked by the CQWW phenomenon. In
the end I was QRV on Sunday too. Due to the great condx I only wish I
had planned for a serious effort . . .OE5OHO. First ever cqww contest
participation - great fun running a small station. k3 + p3 + stepir 2-ele +
nanokeyer + n1mm+ . . .OE6TZE. Great conditions! Thanks for all QSOs!
. . .OH1F. IC-756pro2 Butternut HF2V . . .OH1MAR. Thanks for contest
and qsos. FT1000MP MKV + Logperiodic & KT34A . . .OH2BEN. Thanks
for the contest ! . . .OH2HZ. IC-756ProII, max. 100 W, 3/4/4 el Yagis
1063 QSOs, 1844 pts, 72 zones, 259 ctries, score 610364 OpTime
24h20min Great condx! . . .OH2LU. This year was very good propagtion to west both mornings on 80m CW. My best QSOs was TG9AJR,
YO3JF and KH8B . . .OH3JF. Rig: IC-7600, OM2500HF, SteppIR DB18 up 23 m . . .OH3NU. Rigs ICOM 756PRO ANT 5el QUAD 24m up .
. .OH5UFO. 14.3.2014 . . .OH6EOG. Interesting LP signals on 7MHz .
. .OH6IO. FT-817ND+5W+30m long inverted-L wire antenna. Nice con-

test and amazing propagation on 15m! . . .OH8KA. RIG(s): FT1000mp;
ANTENNA(s): DP,2el yagi . . .OK1AJY. rig: IC-706mk2, ant: Loop . .
.OK1DEK. At first I just wanted to try a few QSO on my favorites 80
meters. The conditions were great on other bands. I decided to collect
the DX station on other bands. Equipment: IC746 + 500W PA Antenna:
VERTICAL LOOP (GND HALF LOOP for 160 21/55/17) tuned to other
bands 21m verticals with two elevate radials on 80 mDHDL and two short
beverages´. Thanks for all QSO. CU in next contest. Jirka . . .OK1DQT.
TS850S,3el.yagi . . .OK1EV. FT2000 + Inv.V 2x19.5m Double Bazooka
. . .OK1FHI. RIG YAESU FT-950, PWR 100 W, ANT DIPOLE 2 x 20m
. . .OK1FRO. Kenwood TS570d 100W Ant Zeppelin 2x38m Vertical 21m
RX ant K9AY . . .OK1HFP. YAESU FT-1000MP Ant: W3DZZ + 6 band
trap vertical 500 - 600W . . .OK1KA. TRX FT-847 110W ANT MULTIBAND DIPOLE G5RV . . .OK1KCF. TRX FT-847 80W ANT MULTIBAND
DIPOLE G5RV . . .OK1KZ. RIG = FT897D 100W, 3el.Yagi 7m UP.
CONDX was nice, I am looking forward to next contests . . .OK1LL.
ICOM 7000+PA ACOM 1011 YAGI 10 - 15 - 20 - 40m . . .OK1LO. RIG.
IC706 70W ANT BALCON LW 10M . . .OK2BOB. First try with QRP, lot
of fun and super condx! Enjoyed to be back . . .OK2FD. Rig[s] IC-756
PROIII-100W, Antena[s] Windom FD5, Dipol 2x40m, Vertical CP6 . .
.OK2MBP. Rig "K3" 100 W out, 3 el tribander. 1st day was better condx,
band was closed more as one hour later as in sunday . . .OK2QX. GOOD
CONTEST WITH MANY STATIONS. SEE YOU AGAIN FRIENDS.
TCVR: 70 W, ANT: LW 40 M . . .OK2SWD. TCVR-TS590S, 100W,
ant.gp7dx, dipole . . .OK2TBC. RIG - FT817 5 Watts QRP + home made
SDR RX (YU1LM inspired) ANT - vertical 15meters (45ft) high . .
.OK2VWB. TRX: TS-520S, ANT: WINDOM . . .OK3MO. Good conditions on higher bands . . .OK4DZ. TS590S +PA 350W out, GP 20m high
Receiving ants: Loop, Flag . . .OK5ET. rig old SOKA, pwr 80 W, ant
dipole 2 x 5.2 m on the roof 25 m up . . .OK5NW. GOOD CONTEST.
SEE YOU AGAIN FRIENDS. TCVR: 70 W, ANT: LW 40 M . . .OK5SWL.
RIG(s): IC 756; ANTENNA(s): delta loop, GP, 2el Y . . .OK6N. Trx Elecraft
K3 5W, ant. dipole and vertical . . .OK7CM. FT2000 100W + 3ele.Yagi
tribander . . .OK7T. hm SDR 5W antena Morgain 80/40 + vertical V8 . .
.OK8EYJ. TCVR ICOM 735 output 90 Watts ANT RANDOM WIRE+LC
matchbox . . .OM3BA. Rig: FT-277ZD,max out 100 W,Ant:3-band vertikal(80-20-10m),Dipol 7MHz . . .OM3CDN. Old TS-850,home made PA
300 Wtts out to 40 mtr LW ant . . .OM3IAG. TRX TS-590S ; ANT G5RV
; PWR 100 W . . .OM3R. Ant 2 element phased array and tcvr Yaesu
FTDX9000 . . .OM3ZWA. 19.09.2013 first licenced . . .OM4ASI.
Kenwood TS480SAT, Delta Loop 165 Long Wire . . .OM4WW. Yaesu
FT-950, up to 100W and 12m random wire matched by CG-3000 ATU
. . .OM5NA. RIG: FTDX3000D (100W), ANT: 4Ele. Yagi . . .OM5XX.
RIG(s): FT 2000; ANTENNA(s): . . .OM6AL. IC-737A,GP7,G5RV SLOPER, 100W . . .OM7AX. FT-2000 dipole 2x21 mtrs . . .OM8ON. The most
beautiful weekend of the year, not need to say some more... 48 hours
of fun! . . .ON3ND. Early XMAS wishes: please Santa Claus give us the
same propagation conditions during the next years! . . .ON4CAS. Very
good propagation this year on the low bands, have had a great time during the contest thrill when AH0R call me and murphy did not visit the
area this year . . .ON4TO. Planned working the multipliers on day one
and run on the second day. Conditions were great so I -forgot- to run
and hunt the DX. Had a lot of fun but scores could be better . . .ON6NL.
IC746, 2el Yagi . . .OP4A. TRX: Yaesu FT950 20W - Ant: R8 (10-40m)
W8010 (40-80m) Home Call ON6AT - Special call OP6AT 1914-1918 .
. .OP6AT. K3/100, VERTICAL 18M WITH ATU, N1MM+ . . .OP7EH.
cndx good saturday, but turning into sporadic-e on the late Sunday . .
.OU2V. This year provided me with the great opportunity to work from
the big-gun station of OZ2ELA. My score was only possible due to the
outstanding hospitality of Michael and his wife Joan who let me into their
home to operate the contest from his fantastic station. Otherwise I'd have
been confined to a tribander/wires set-up with little hope of beating my
own record from last year -- as opposed to Yagis from 80 to 10 meters.
This was the second contest where I almost worked the full 48 hours.
Like in 2013 the fatigue hit me Sunday morning UTC. Lost track of reality as the CW started to sound like voices telling me bad jokes about the
calls I was logging -- truly a novel and bizarre experience. I had the most
exciting pile-up from the US with signals all over S9, but no brain function -- I had to give in and lost a lot of crucial multipliers on the high bands
that morning. It will be 'fun' to learn how many penalties I'll receive for
mistakes made this morning. This was the first contest with no station
failures. Last year my amp blew up while working 80 and I spent two
hours repairing it. Only one minor incident with RF feedback caused
some distortion of my signals -- thanks to the kind people who notified
me of this problem. Much can be improved yet, but over-all I am very
pleased with this year's preliminary result . . .OU4X. Rig: K3, 100W; ant:
160,80,40M 80M vert.loop for 20,15,10M Hexbeam . . .OZ3SM.
IC756PROII + PA 3 el. yagi 10-15-20, dipole 40-80 . . .OZ6EI. Great

conditions. Heaps of fun. May the flux stay with us a little longer. Our
thanks to CQ Magazine for the ultimate contest . . .P3F. Tried the new
Classic category, since family was with me on the island and I wanted
to reduce my normal anti-social contesting reputation. Was really enjoyable, but would have enjoyed a second radio. Having the 40m beam fail
in the middle of the night definitely affected the score, as did my decision to forget about score optimization and just work basically the first
24 hours. Thanks for providing this new category . . .P49Y. nice condx
on Saturday less on Sunay. Sunday evening aurora on sigs? Very distorted. Enjoyed it . . .PA0FAW. Trying for new band record, seeing previous one was quite low. However noise level on 80 m is still horrendous
here on my city lot so did not keep it through the night. Contacts on all
other bands made for amusement and it was still fun . . .PAØMIR. Great
contest, good conditions! . . .PAØQX. The best contest. Tnx fer all . .
.PAØWKI. I made just more than 160 QSO, on my recently repaired
Inverted Vee I used S&P and reduced my power from QSO to QSO,
before answering a CQ When the S-meter goes up, my power goes down
I worked with 4 watts down to 2 milliwatt, using a accurate attenuator
Info on my fast and accurate 40 dB attenuator search with PA1B QRPp
page Thanks for the activity during the contest . . .PA1B. WORKED
MORE HOURS THAN EVER BEFORE, SO A HIGHER CLAIMED
SCORE! YOEPIE!! . . .PA1BX. Good conditions on the bands, good
activity. hope to work you all next time . . .PA2CHM. Nice QSO. Good
Conditions . . .PA3CJP. nice contest good conditions rig ft-590 2 el
triband Yagi . . .PA3DRL. I decided to stay on 10 the whole contest.
What a joy! 73 es GL. Jaap . . .PA3DTR. Wow! What a contest! My best
results ever! Passed the 'magic 160m 100k' (for The Netherlands this is
magic ;-) already on Saturday. Conditions were average imho, and bad
from here towards Asia. Thanks to everyone who called and helped me
getting this (from a Dutch perspective) monster (claimed) score. I am
not a very skilled CW operator. QSO rates are not super duper. Consider
me as a diesel engine at around 22 WPM, requesting '?' when called
with 30 WPM ;-) Enriched the RX-side with a short (120m) E/W bidirectional Beverage. Put a lot of efforts in optimising the earth net for the TXantenna. RX-antennas: 2 x 220m NW/SE, NE/SW bidirectional
Beverage, 1 x 120m E/W bidir Bev TX-antenna: FYM magic broadband
match top loaded shuntfed vertical (30m) Rig: IC-7800 Special thanks
go out to Richard PA7FA and Marion for their hospitality and friendship!
73, Remco PA3FYM . . .PA3FYM. Great weekend . . .PC7T. FT897-FB33 FT857--HF6V--InV V Dipole-I-MAX2000 25watts . . .PDØME.
License obtained dd. 18-March-2014 . . .PD3TG. Great fun operating
QRP with only 1 Watt output. Finished my QRP rig just a few days before
the contest, it's been great testing it on the air . . .PG4I. Just returned
from CE0Y where I operated 30 min in the contest and now operating
another 30 minutes from home station. Amazing to work in the same
contest from two so different locations! . . .PG5M. Just for the fun as a
non cw operator participated. Assisted by my Cumbria CW Decoder and
N1MM + made 200 Q's . . .PHØAS. Great contest, had a lot of fun . .
.PI4COM. Visitors : PR7GO (Geraldo), PR7LA (Vitor), PU7EVS (Valdeci)
. . .PR7AA. 5 watts in the antenna . . .PS7DX. Nice Contest! . . .PT8CW.
Using QRP means you are at least 25 dB down from the high power
guys. Still, most everyone stuck with it and pulled me through for the
QSO. Pile up management with such a weak signal takes special care
(at both ends). Operated from PZ5RA's QTH in Paramaribo. Ramon &
Erni are absolutely fantastic hosts. You couldn't ask for better . . .PZ5AV.
TS-590S, Hustler-5BTV, Tnx! 73! . . .RØJF. Elecraft K2+Wire Antennas
Flex-1500+Wire Antennas . . .R2LAC. SunSDR2 pwr 5w Ant: IV 80-4020 . . .R2MA. SunSDR, 20 watts, dipoles . . .R2OM. TNX for QSO to all
stations and test organiser! . . .R2WW. Yaesu FT-897D 5 watt Ant HyGain
TH5MK2 Condition very very good!!! . . .R3BB. Great activity, lot of fun!
My equipment TRX Icom IC-7700, h.m. P.A. 1 kW with GU-84B h.m.
Ant. 6 el. monoband Yagi 26 at 26m. + 4 el. monoband Yagi at18m . .
.R3BM. TS-870S, KT34XA, Dipol . . .R3FC. TNX FOR THE NICE CONTEST! CU next year . . .R3LC. TRX TS-2000x 100 W ANT Dipole 160/80
Delta Loop 40-10 . . .R3LW. YAESU FT- 950 . . .R3PC. Kenwood TS570 . . .R3WR. FT-450, GP, IV, Delta 84 m, Tkx, 73! . . .R3XAA. FT2000, Vertical - MFJ-1798, . . .R3XP. TS-850 (100w), 2QQ(20m),
3QQ(15m),3QQ(10m),LW(80-40m) . . .R4SO. SunSDR2, Makarkinantenn on 80m . . .R5AM. Icom IC-756 PRO-III . . .R6AW. trcv - TS-590
ant 10/15/20 - 2 ele wire yagi 40,80 - folded triangle 80 - folded triangle
. . .R6CW. Ant: DL-80, 4 el. Yagi Rig: FT-950 . . .R6DA. All tnx contact
FB WW CONTEST GL 73 ! . . .R7FF. Rig K2 Ant Delna . . .R7FO. TS590S ANT-dipole all bands . . .R7KH. TS-590S 90W G5RV, LW 56M .
. .R7KO. TS-870, ANT-DL, LW . . .R7KX. License since 23.12.2013 . .
.R8LAG. Thanks for the contest . . .R9UAG. RIG(s): IC-756PROIII;
ANTENNA(s): DELTA LOOP,INVERTED VEE . . .R9UG. IC-706MKIIG,
100 watts, SAY 2-7M . . .RAØW. TNX 73! PWR 90watts . . .RA1NAL.
SO2R- 2x Elecraft K3 . . .RA3AN. Yaesu FT-450, 70 W ,dipole . .

.RA3DGH. Thank you for the nice contest. Good propagation on the
20m. I used SUNSDR2 transceiver, power 5 Watts and antenna
Magnetic loop. All The best and I am very happy to see you in the next
contests. 73! . . .RA3XEV. IC-746, Delta Loop, RH-4010 . . .RA3XGY.
FT-1000MP 7el-10 4el-15 4el-20 DL-40 -80 IV-80-160 GP-80-160 . .
.RA3Y. KENWOOD TS-50S 100 WATTS . . .RA3Z. FT-897 dipole . .
.RA4DR. Radio YAESU FT-950-50W. Ant: Delta-14Mgz . . .RA9AFZ.
TRCVR: IC-775, Ant: RR-33 (3el) 10-15-20m, GP 15-20m, VEE 40-80m
. . .RA9DZ. 40 Watts . . .RA9X. ICOM IC-756PRO, ACOM-1000, YAGI
11*EL, NADINENKO DIPOLE, GP 160M, DIPOLE 40M Thank you for
the nice contest. I did not use it at full time, but I will take a part on this
contest next year. Anyway, I will take a part in same contest in 2015. 73!
Tony, RC3C @ NewMoscow, Russia . . .RC3C. RIG(s): icom 736;
ANTENNA(s): spider . . .RC9S. TRX ELECRAFT K3 PWR OUT 100
WATT, ANT XL-222, DELTA LOOP . . .RD9DX. FT-897, ACOM2000A,
LOOP-84m . . .RI1ANT. FT-1000d ACOM 1000 80m - 2 EL PHAZED
DIPOLE 40m - 2 EL YAGI . . .RKØUT. Chief of the club station Josef
Dorfman UA1QBE TRX FT1000MP, Ant Titan DX, Delta . . .RK1QWX.
Yaesu FT-950 100 w ant. XL-222 . . .RL3DS. PWR- 300W; ANT6el3band YAGI; VERTICAL 15M, 20M ;DIPOLE 40M, 80M;LW-160M .
. .RN2FQ. RIG: IC756 PRO II 95 WATTS ANT: GAP TITAN DX . . .RO5O.
Unfortunately, we did not use all of the features our setup . . .RT0C.
Worked SO2R, IC-7600 and FT-1000D (5 watts) Ant 2-el QUAD,3-el
YAGI Delta 165mtr,80mtr . . .RT4W. 73 ! . . .RT5C. 394068, Moskovskiy
Avenue, 110A, kv. 152, Voronezh, Russia . . .RT5K. IC-756PRO3
(5Watts out.) to wire antennas . . .RT5R. CW Forever . . .RT9U. Rig FT857D 5w Ant LW 40m long . . .RU3FB. ICOM-756PROIII 73! . . .RU3VV.
IC-746, RH-4010 . . .RU3XY. ts590 100wt, GP VMA-7 (40-10m) . .
.RU4LM. See you next year! . . .RU4SS. QRP 4 Watts, ant: magnetic
loop (indoor) . . .RV3DBK. Yaesu FT-897 Ant. Delta . . .RV3VL. IC-718
-100 WATTS. ANT: Inverted-V 80-40-20-10 m 13m high . . .RV6LCI.
RIG(s): K3; ANTENNA(s): Yagis . . .RV9CX. Icom 7800 pwr 5w , Ant:
ECO vertical, LW . . .RW3AI. Nice conditions on 10 m . . .RW9WT. Used
7 el FIX JA , 5/5 USA, 3 el EU, operate from RU1A . . .RX1A. IC-746,
LW . . .RX3VF. TS850S,100W . . .RX6AOB. FT950 INV.VEE . . .RZ3DZ.
Just 200W on multiband vertical antenna - Cushcraft R-7000. As Always
- fun, fun fun . . .S51DX. New 10m vertical with 1:4 baloon (unfortunately
only for 200W power), MFJ-998RT, FT-2000 and from home location.
All went surprisingly well, regardless of my home location . . .S51J. 5W,
Lazy Loop, Handkeying 73! Puby . . .S53AR. 80m and 40m QSO are
CheckLog . . .S57AW. RTX IC-7400 100W VERT GP & DIPOL . .
.S57OWA. Active only on Saturday. Great conditions, heard 38 Zones
already on a first day, nice 10m West Coast opening in the afternoon.
Great fun . . .S58J. FT.847 - ANT : DIPOL for 160m, 2 el."A" beam for
80m , OBLONG for 40m and 3 el. ECO BEAM "=20, 15 and 10m . .
.S59D. Elecraft K3 , Acom 1000 , Yagis and Verticals. N1MM plus . .
.SA4A. KX3 + 43ft vertical . . .SDØT. 10m was great this time, and even
80m night time. . . .SI5Y. Fantastic propagation, it was fun! . . .SJ4F. TX
Drake T4X, RX Drake R4A, Ant 96 mtr LW, 100 W No computer and/or
Internet support Manual logging and time keeping . . .SM2CVH. Used
stereo receiver and 2 antennas . . .SM2T. Nice prop. on 80m with half
sloper and 500W . . .SM5ENX. TS480SAT 80W VERT 8MH BROADBAND on BALCONY . . .SN5O. ul.KRASIÃ‘SKIEGO 5/23; 23-210
KRAŒNIK;POLAND . . .SN8W. TRX: TS-940S 100WTTS; ANT.: LW .
. .SP1AEN. TX/RX: ICOM746 100W ANTENA: VERTICAL 7-BAND
ANTENA :MULTI BAND DIPOl 2 EL QQ 20m-10m ANTENA: 2 EL QQ/
14-28 MHZ / . . .SP1DMD. 100 W ant GP 6m on balcony . . .SP2WGB.
73 GL . . .SP3CMX. IC-765+SB-220M, ANT:VERTICAL 160/80M,
3xBEVERAGES 320m . . .SP3GTS. TS-50, 100W, DIPOLE. . .SP4AVG.
IC751A PWR 80W, ANT. DIPOL 20M Up . . .SP4GHL. Rig: FT2000,
FT950, Ant: TH11DX, dipoles, 195 m above sea level . . .SP4JCQ. TRX:
K2 5Watts, ANT: HexBeam . . .SP4JFR. Yaesu FT 450D . . .SP4XYK.
I'M 82 YEARS OLD........HI . . .SP5BB. Excellent propagation on 10m
for QRP . . .SP5DDJ. extremely high local noise in my center city QTH
. . .SP5ENA. IC-735 100 W . . .SP6BEN. Tx: 80W, ant.: Inv V . . .SP6DT.
TS-850 100 W, ant.: dipole . . .SP6ECA. Pettersson str. key , no computer , no internet, worked from summer house all qsos worked left hand/I
am right-hand man/ . . .SP6JOE. since 1957 sp2lv, from 1997 sp6lv, age
84: . . .SP6LV. KX3+AV-640. Thank to all for QSO's. See You next time
. . .SP6QKP. FT1000MP, Ant.: Delta, VERTICAL . . .SP7FBQ. TRX FT1000 MP 100W , ANT QQ 2 el 14-28 Mhz ,3,5-7 MHZ SLOPER . .
.SP9DEM. ICOM 746 ANTENNA 2 EL QQ dipole . . .SP9DTE. TRX
IC738 80W ANT CP6 , Inv. V 2x19,7m . . .SP9EMI. RIG IC730 100W,
ANT 1 EL DELTA 42m 10UP . . .SP9KJU. IC730 ant delta loop do : ,
Upload log at: http://www.cqww.com/logcheck/ . . .SP9MDY. TRXFT817 ND ,ANT DELTA 2 el 14-28 Mhz ,3,5-7 MHZ SLOPER . . .SP9RQH.
IC 735 100 WATT GB312 . . .SQ1OD. trx FT950 ant 2 ele cubical & 5/8
GP all home made . . .SQ3WW. RIG:TENTEC ARGONAUT VI PWR:10

ANT:W3DZZ . . .SQ5RIX. I’m a rookie, first day licenced at 4 Nov 2013
. . .SQ7OVZ. rig-IC746 ; pwr-100Wtts ; ant-GP . . .SQ9FMU. 2013-0123 . . .SV1RHL. Just a few Qs es please to be a Multi for a few. Only
running 80 watts to a long wire. Totally non-assisted, even had to make
my own coffee! 73s.. Dick . . .SW9FF. YAESU FT-990 AND FB-33 . .
.TA1FA. Kenwood TS2000 - TW1000 AMP - 5 band Optibeam- All the
best wishes . . .TA2AD. RUNNING TRUELY MOBILE SET-UP AS
USUAL. 100 W AND WHIP 4.8 M WITH HI-VOLTAGE INTAKE TO
TUNER. INSERT COILS IN WHIP FOR 80 M / 160 M. PARKED BY SEA
SPLASHING OVER CAR IN HIGH GALE. QUIT PREMATURELY SATURDAY WHEN WX BROKE ANT. 4.6 M AFTER REPAIR FOR SUNDAY, NO HARM DONE . . .TF3DX. 8. of May 2013 . . .TF3EO. Thank
you for an excellent contest! . . .TF3JB. had to quit before hurricane
storm arrived late Sunday . . .TF3SG. First time as a SOSB from Corsica.
Very good condx for EU and AS, as well as some DX from OC.
Unfortunately, the location wasn't good as well for NA and I missed the
late afternoon and early evening openings. Anyway, the Friday's thunderstorm cut out all the internet connections: an unforecast non-assisted entry made it more tasty! . . .TK/IZ2ESV. I was just looking for some
good DX but the nice conditions make me try to do a little run on 15m
and 10m, beaming state side. I hope to try it seriously one day... Nice
to see so much activity Thanks to all who answered me, 73 . . .TK5MH.
Dedicated to our fellow Ray F6DVH who was hospitalized just before
the beginning of the contest, . . .TM1A. TRCVR: YAESU FT-2000, ANT:
CP-6 & Delta Loop . . .UA0C. FTDX5000 + PA Ant: 4el OWA Yagi 38
mh . . .UAØDM. RIG: FT-817 POWER 5W; ANTENNAS 10/15/40M RAIN
TUBE(HI!) RDA: IR-01 . . .UA0SBQ. RIG(s): TS-590s, PA - 1 KW;
ANTENNA(s): TH3-MK4, Dipole . . .UA0SR. IC-756PRO, dipole . .
.UAØUV. Kenwood 590s . . .UAØUY. Home made, 3 watts, Delta . .
.UA1CEG. ICOM-718,DELTA 160 METRS,GAP TITAN . . .UA1CUR.
80w with 23m sloping wire . . .UA3AAJ. KENWOOD TS590 ANT-GP .
. .UA3LAR. TS-590S.Ant G5RV-all band.H-25m Lcab.-20m . .
.UA3QAM. FT450 QUAD . . .UA3UAD. Kenwood TS-590 . . .UA3UBT.
FT-900 ANT. DIPOL . IN-W. BAZUKA . . .UA3VRV. Tnx for FB contest
. . .UA3YAA. TKS GOOD CONTEST. . . .UA3YDH. RIG: FT-950, 70 W,
Ant: LW . . .UA4ARF. IC-751(95W) LW-42.5m . . .UA4NCI. IC-718, GP
. . .UA4PAQ. icom IC-7000, 100 w . . .UA4UAR. power 5w . . .UA4WJ.
RIG: FT920 100W ANTENNAS: DIPOL- 80; GP- 40; RQ23- 20,15,10 .
. .UA6HFI. 4Wt 5 el 3 Band Yagi up 25 m.Delta 80- 40 m, up 20 m . .
.UA7G. I'm very happy to take part of time in the this very great contest.
Icom 775DSP, inverted Vee 38mh . . .UA9AB. Ant. 80m-Vertikal 16,5m
/ 10m- 4el.Quad / 15m- 3el.Quad / 20m- 2el.Quad TRX-FTDX-3000,
Ameritron-811HX (400-550W) . . .UA9AGX. ic-718, 4el QQ . . .UA9OMT.
Transceiver - TS-870S (100 Watts) Antenna - Hustler 4-BTV . . .UA9OV.
IC732,DIPOLE . . .UA9UOI. OPERATORS: Evstegneeva Irina, 2001 of
birth, R3D-88 TRAINER School club station - Vladimir Chaplygin /UD3D/
TRV IC-756PRO3; ANT 1.8 -7 MHZ - DELTA; 14-28 MHZ - SAY 3-16 .
. .UD3D. TRX:IC-718 100wtts ANT: 3el Delta . . .UK8AR. IC756PRO
100W 2EL QUAD.DELTA . . .UN5C. IC-756 GP 100watt . . .UN7QCC.
Radio: KENWOOD TS-590, PA-1kw Antennas: 5/4/4-el quads (28-2114 MHz) . . .UN9GD. TX SW 2013 PWR 20 W, ANT INV.V . . .UR3PGW.
ICOM-718 , ANT.IN.V , TNX 73 . . .UR4MF. IC-775DXII . . .UR5E. RIG(s):
TS 870; ANTENNA(s): Cushcraft A3S, dipole, vertical . . .UR5EPG. Icom
IC-718, Windom . . .UR5EPV. Antenna G5RV, LW 42 meters, Rig
HomeMade, Pwr 5 Watt(s) . . .UR5FCM. FLEX-1500,PA-100W; ANT:IV160,80,40m; Vertical Dipole-20,15,10m . . .UR5TL. TRX: X1M - 5W,
ANT - W3DZZ . . .UR5ZQV. RADIO: KENWOOD TS-570 D, 100 W
ANTENNA: DIPOLE . . .UR5ZTH. Using ICOM-718 . Power abt 100 wtts
. . .UR7CB. THIS YEAR WE HAVE PRETTY GOOD PROPAGATION
TO NA ON 15M, THE BAND SOUNDS GOOD EVEN 1,5 HOURS
AFTER THE SUN-SET. HAD A LOT OF FUN, TNX ALL . . .UR7EZ. TRX:
SW2012 - 5watt; Ant:Delta . . .US5EFU. Thanks for keeping politics out
of HAM RADIO . . .US5WE. Using KENWOOD 140S, Power abt. 50 Wtts
. . .US6CQ. 5W homemade radio, ant - GP . . .UT3WS. TRCVR:IC-718
ANT: DIPOLE,VERTICAL . . .UT4NY. 26 october 2012 . . .UT4UFZ. Ant:
A wire V-beam, arms abt 42m, the angle - 50 degrees, up - 52m, 75
Ohm cable, 1:9 baloon. Equipment - IC-756PRO, homemade tuner . .
.UT5UQV. TRX - TS520, Ant - Vert. Delta . . .UT8AL. TRX - MiniYES +
PA 100w out, Ant - Vertical Delta 85m prm . . .UT8AS. KENWOOD TS590S 100watt; 160/80 m Inverted Vee; 40m-10m GP . . .UT8IT. TRCVR
Flex-3000 100W, Ant: OCF Dipole . . .UW1U. SO2R TS-590S TS570SG
100 Watts Vertical, dipoles 14m UP . . .UW1WU. FT857D 80 wtts Vert
Loop 7 MHz Verticals 14-21-28 MHz Antennas located 15 mtr up (roof)
. . .UX0KR. FT-107m Delta 80m Vertical key. TNX 73! . . .UX1CW.
RIG(s): 100W; ANTENNA(s): a sloper . . .UX7QD. Very Good
Propagation! . . .UX9Q. Tnx for nice contest. Good luck! . . .UY2UQ. IC746 GP-27M . . .UY3AW. ic-718 80w, TNX 73!! . . .UY7LM. Too busy to
put in much time, but jumped on when I had a spare moment. I did most-

ly S&P, but Sunday did a little running. I discovered an RFI problem I
was not aware of. Add an unruly pile up, I flipped the switch . . .V31JP.
from FSM POHNPEI Is . . .V63ZP. KX3, 5w, verticals and wires . .
.VA3RKM. Not a bad effort using two simple wire antennas and 5 watts!
The rig was a Sierra where band modules needed to be changed manually! A fun time. Thanks to all those ops that pulled out my weak signal. 73s Serge . . .VA3SB. Had fun . Condx good. worked 47 countries
on all contunents . . .VE1ZJ. Thanks for this great contest. FT-950 + AL811H + AT2K + 80m dipole + 40m delta-loop Digi Keyer II + Vibroplex
Iambic Deluxe . . .VE2EZD. Thanks to VE3FU for the loan of his station.
Conditions were great. This is a new 40m record for Canada . . .VE3AAQ.
What makes this a really sad story is that I worked pretty much all I could
hear . . .VE3BR. Conditions were good, which enhanced the fun. TS820S with DSP-59+ and a multiband inverted V did a great job. Thanks
for the contacts! 73... Nick - VE3EIB . . .VE3EIB. I managed just over 8
hours and 38 minutes in the contest operating 3 watts or less into a 28
inch diameter magnetic loop antenna. Didn't break any records but contacted 22 countries and 11 zones on on 5 bands. Thanks to those who
worked to pull my meager signal out of the noise . . .VE3KQN. 4hr pwr
out at 7am Sat, ALPHA 8410 quit after half hour used 100W it ran Used
40M last hour at 25W . . .VE3PN. This was a lot more fun than doing the
SSB weekend with QRP. But QRP still hurts. Not sure how much more
of this QRP contesting I plan to do. I could do more with better low band
antennas. I would also score higher if I did less "DXing" on high bands
and run up a larger QSO total on the low bands. Since I enjoy chasing
zones and countries it was more fun to do it the way I did. One thing you
learn about your fellow contesters when running QRP is just how generous they are with their time to pull you through. Even the biggest multimultis and ops in rare mults will sacrifice their high rates to get me into
the log. Perhaps the best example I encountered was TA3D on 40 who
spent 2 minutes struggling to copy my call when a European dropped
his CQ machine on frequency. Yasar tried to chase him off but to no
avail. He finally sent a few "hi"s my way and had to abandon the frequency. I think we both saw the humour of the experience. One thing I
need is a keyboard with bigger function keys. The lap top I use has half
sized function keys that are easy to miss when I get tired. There is also
a "multimedia" touch bar just above the row of function keys that if accidentally touched can lock up the PC for 30 seconds while it tries to play
a non-existent DVD. In the shack: KX3 (5 watts); N1MM+ 20 to 10 Explorer 14 @15 meters 40 to 10 - Inverted vee @14 meters 80 - loaded
half sloper 160 - wet noodle . . .VE3VN. Great contest but had only limited time . . .VE3ZZ. I had a lot of fun operating this year’s Contest like
other years. I gave 2 Vintage Radios a workout, newly vintage FT-757GX
Oh! what a great Radio you are part of the Pile-up QSK. A tube final FT901DM with CW filter and I finished with my venerable old IC-751A . .
.VE7BGP. I really enjoyed the contest and I was very pleased to be able
to make QRP contacts with some new countries. I really appreciated the
effort some operators made to copy my QRP signal. . . .VE7BQO. Classic
Category is a great new feature . . .VE7DDG. Lots of fun! Ran my K2
driving my Hardrock 50 amplifier @ 35 watts . . .VE7NI. A Contest
Expedition to the seashore with a SteppIR vertical, 1000 watts and enthusiasm...life is good . . .VE7VR. Ten metres was very good from my QTHat least there was always a QSO choice on band most of the time . .
.VK3FM. Fantastic conditions on 10m! . . .VK3GDM. Probably the best
conditions I have ever encountered during the CQWW CW. 15m was
open until about 4am local, approx 1.5hrs before the next sunrise.
Running low power I was amazed that most would get my call first call.
It is very rare to do that from VK. 80m and 40m were disappointing on
Sunday night after being good on Sat night, but the high bands were
great. Had a lot of fun, but my CW skills are still not up to it. I can't copy
much above 30wpm. 40wpm...crazy!!! Who can distinguish a H from a
5??? . . .VK3TZ. Great prop on the couple of hours I listened about,
Good to work a couple of new ones on cw . . .VK4LAT. G'day to other
Ops in test . . .VK4TT. Actual TX Power: 100 . . .VK5LJ. Another two
nights of lack of sleep, most enjoyable, especially working Jordan . .
.VK6HG. Actual TX Power: 85 . . .VK6PXF. My second CW contest and
now not scared of it. However, how does one decode the mega speeds
you hear? They lost out on the few Zone 29 operators in the contest.
Can’t wait till next year and get some mates in on the action too. Really
enjoyed the contest. Thank you guys . . .VK6SMK. Only a few hours in
the contest. Family & work kept me from a full go. Really surprised to
hear FY5KE and even MORE surprised they heard me! FY5KE = ATNO
for me. Very very happy! FT-920, 20m delta loop - base @ 3m, mb dipole
@ 5m, 100w, straight key . . .VK6WX. new qth so just a vertical . .
.VK7GN. Great contest after overcoming many obstacles. The joint G/DL
team enjoyed the endless pile-ups . . .VP2MDX. First time for many years
in the Falklands for CQWW. Decided to do 40m as plenty of time for getting out and about during the daylight hours as well as Dxing. Very slow

going starting at 21:00 local in broad daylight with plenty of summer static. But when finally got going plenty of DX to chase. Very pleased with
78 Countries and 31 Zones. Unfortunately found it quicker to S & P than
suffer very heavy multi station callers QRM/simplex. Making a Single
band Single Op 40m Assisted entry using local CW Skimmer/SDRIQ
and K3 with Expert 1K-FA to SteppIR vertical 400w from the QTH of
VP8LP . . .VP8KF. Enjoyed the contest! I used Yaesu FT900 and G5RV
and Bug (BK100) for sending the code. Thanks to everyone who
responded to my call. 73 . . .VU2CVS. Excellent contest!! Finally broke
the 500 Q barrier that I was targeting since the last 3 years of contesting!! And what a run!! - 5 runs all in excess of 70 Q's per hour!!! and the
highest of 201 Qs in just over 150 minutes!! something that I had dreamed
of !! and in Just over 14 hours of contesting - compared to the 24+ hours
I spent during the WPX contest this year. Conditions really held good
this year. Hope to better my scores next time around. Thanks for the
great contest! . . .VU2MUD. TS 140-S, INV V, WIRE LOOP, LONG WIRE
ANTENNAS. ENJOYED THE CONTEST OF SATURDAY, WHEN CONDITIONS WERE MUCH BETTER . . .VU2UR. Radios - K3 + KPA-500,
TS590S + KPA-500, TS-480 + AL-80B Antennas - 20-10m 2 el SVDA
on th ebeach, 40m vire vertical Log - N1MMLogger PLus on a WiFi network Well, that was fun! It was great to end the expedition on a high that
only CQWW CW can provide and we are grateful to everyone who called
us. Thank you for all the QSOs and points. There was some indecision
during the planning stages of the expedition about doing the contest and
the idea was bounced within the team. The thought of being nice juicy
double mult was too good to resist and the contest was exactly at the
end of the operation, so it was a go as there were only 3 CW ops remaining on the island. It was decided in the spirit of the main expedition that
we will run as much as possible and not think about any records whatsoever. The idea being to provide as many QSOs as possible to all and
upping the fun quotient in the process. This is reflected in 3830 comments where stations were surprised to hear VU4KV call them on their
CQ. The few times we scanned the band for multipliers, we called every
station we heard CQing. Three stations were pressed into service with
VDAs for the higher bands and a wire vertical hung form a tall tree on
the beach for 40m. The contest starts at 05:30 local but for larger part
of Saturday we were without power, an issue that had plagued us right
through the expedition. Even though we had a backup generator, this
time the cabling in the junction box had gone bad and it took better part
of the day for the local electrician to fix it. That meant, a good 800-1000
Qs were lost on the first day especially on 10m. But once the contest
really started for us 12 hours late, it was run run run. 10m packed up
early and except for a few Caribbean mults, not much else was earned
there. 15m showed promise as it stayed open late. Local sunset was
around 5pm and we were working stations right up to 11pm even though
the rates were low. 20m was so-so given that the two higher bands were
performing better. 40m in this part of the world is purely a night time band
and only holds up for a short time after sunrise. From VU4, one can run
JAs non-stop any time of the day and the contest was no different. They
are loud all the time and often blank out EUs completely. Many times
the hordes would not have patience and would send their calls repeatedly without listening to who was being worked. If you do not find yourself in the VU4KV contest log, please forgive us. You may think you
worked us, but we were often running a big pileup with some inconsiderate callers. That aside, it was fun to chase stations on Sunday. One
would typically expect an expedition to run endlessly and only sporadically look for mults. But our goal was to have fun and we could tell lots
of stations were happy to have been called by us. In the end we managed over 3.6k QSOs and close to 4M pts. This was not a serious contest operation, but a way to sign off our expedition on a positive note giving out VU4 to as many contesters and others as we could. And we are
happy we achieved our objective. Maybe we will plan a serious contest
operation from this entity and then give the bigger M/M stations a run
for their position ;-) Thanks for all the QSOs and 73 de VU2BGS,
VU2CDP, VU2PTT . . .VU4KV. After 20 years of CW contesting, best
score ever! . . .XE2B. Tnx fer all station hpe cuagn soon Greeting from
Surabaya City 73 es 88 ciaooo . . .YC3TKH. TNX NICE CONTEST . .
.YL2EC. TS2000 100 W + multiband vertical . . .YL5W. TNX FOR FINE
CONTEST 73&GD.DX . . .YO2AQB. FT 897 100W,ANT :FD4 ,DIPOL
,HEX-BEAM ,INV " V " . . .YO2BLX. RIG: TS140S ANT: DIPOLE . .
.YO2CJX. IC 7000 100 W, H.M.trap GP, 73 Szigy . . .YO2IS. ICOM IC730, PWR 100W, ANTENNA DIPOLE . . .YO2MJZ. rx/tx FT847,ant
AV640,100W . . .YO3FOM. RIG: IC7600 ANT: Vertical BB-10 . .
.YO3GNF. Thanks to all for QSOs ! . . .YO3JW. USUALLY WORK IN
SSB. IS THE FIRST CONTEST IN CW!!! GRETINGS TO THE ORGANIZERS AND PARTICIPANTS! GL IN 2015! . . .YO4BXX. Transceiver
Icom 7000 Ant. Cuscraft R8 5W . . .YO4FKO. IC-706 with SG230 Coupler
and 18m Lgw Ant on all bands tnx vy nice Contest, mni73 to all . .

.YO4GVC. RIG: KENWOOD TS-450SAT ANT: FD4 . . .YO4SI. FT990
PA: Old Russian R118 BM-3 abt.400 w.TX/RX antenna:Inv,"L".RX Ant
EWE. Soft: UcxLog . . .YO5AJR. RIG: YAESU FT-897D; ANT: DIAMOND CP-6; SOFTWARE: N1MM+ . . .YO5AXF. TRCVR =TS-2000 100W ANT LZAV-5B , G5RV . . .YO5CUQ. Many station tnx to all 73 GL
DX de YO5OHY Zoli . . .YO5OHY. 2013.05.27 . . .YO5PQQ. I have 80
years and I barely managed to work sick 12:00 hours . . .YO6UO. FT857D
POWER:100W ANT.GPA 3B . . .YO8MI. kenwood ts 50 s . . .YP5C. FT950 + PA 300 W DIPOLE . . .YP5T. IC-746PRO + wire GP (2 radials)
on balcony . . .YT2AAA. Home made 5W / TX ant inv V / RX ant long
wire Location mountains near Rekovac KN03NU . . .YU1Q. yaesu 817
long wire . . .YU5RY. RIG FT-897 @ 5 W; G5RV @ 25 m . . .Z35M. Rig:
Elecraft K3 100 Watt Ant: R6 Cushcraft Vertical + 110ft LW . . .ZF2EE.
Simple antennas, vert & 80mx dipole . . .ZL2AGY. Great Fun! . .
.ZS/V51VE. Low tower, limited time, it was fun . . .ZS1C. This time I had
a bit more time and took the contest more seriously than last year. Rig
was still an ICOM 736 barefoot with 100 watts. Put up a 2el Bruce antenna for 80m but didn't quite get to check out the broadband transformer
matching unit. I suspect it was acting more like a bit of a dummy load! I
did get a few DX contacts but noise levels were very high and it was difficult! On 40m I had a centre fed 270ft long wire at about 50 feet AGL
and a quarter wave of 450 ohm open wire matching directly to 50 ohm
coax through a few turns of RG213 as a balun. This seemed to work
quite well. On 20m and 15m used a 2el quad at about 23m
AGL.Performance ok but not as good as the 5 el yagi at 21m AGL I use
on 10m! Next year maybe a large 15m monobander and some fixed wire
beams for 20m? Used N1MM loggerand it was a great help.
Unfortunately I accidentally pressed wipe instead of log after a QSO on
10m with and Italian station. This happened at 0753 UTC on 30-11-2014
after the HA6NL QSO. Sorry!!! Had alot of fun and the operating standards seemed very high. Thanks! . . .ZS2NF. What a wonderful experience! . . .ZS6DX.

USA QRM
Testing out new 160M antenna. I worked 21 countries. Antenna appears
to work great! . . .AA5AU. 2012-07-26 . . .AB3RU. Rookie - Licensed
11 December, 2012. Not the best contest for me, but picked up a few
new ones. That's always a win! . . .AB3TM. LIKE THE CHALLENGE OF
QRP. . . .AC2HJ. Low Bands were great Friday night, but seems like
condx gradually worsened Saturday night and early Sunday afternoon.
Thanks for all of the QSOs . . .AC4G. QRP in Warren County, MO . .
.ADØBI. Licensed Dec. 18, 2012 . . .AEØEE. T-T Argonaut 6 @ 5w to
40m loop up 50 feet. Thanks for pulling me out! . . .AE4O. I think I may
have had the simplest rig in this contest - a 4 ounce "Mountain Top Rig"
built from a kit from KD1JV. What a blast to work 65 DX entities and 24
zones with this tiny thing powered by an even smaller battery! . . .AE5X.
First licensed in May of 2012 . . .AE7DW. Not good when rotor is jammed
to the north, but still fun . . .AI3Q. Thanks again to Paul, K8PO, for the
use of his superbly engineered station. No equipment issues, only operator issues. Conditions almost too good for SOAB! Couldn't keep sustained run going and always felt pressured to find the incredible number
of active mults. Still trying to win this one for a sweep of the major contest U.S. Championships. Regrettably I've seen this movie before. #2 in
2012 behind K3CR, #2 in 2013 behind NN1N. Thinking about applying
for vanity call AV1S (U.S. old guy alert). Thanks to all for QSOs and a
very memorable weekend - one for the books . . .KØDQ. Could not resist
a few QSO's in WW CW during an otherwise busy holiday weekend.
Many thanks for the fun and 73! . . .KØGEO. Great contest for working
Ø0RF. Great Ops and conditions . . .K1EEE. SkookumLogger K3 2000A
Dipoles . . .K1GQ. I enjoyed the contest this year staying up late to work
the last eight countries to finish DXCC on 80 m. On the other end of the
HF range it was nice hearing 10m open on Saturday for the whole day
. . .K1MC. Great condx. Haven't heard the bands this quiet in many
years! . . .K1RU. Tnx to the many generous ops who let QRP competitors test their patience! . . .K1SX. QRP W/LOW DIPOLE-WORKED EU,
SA & E.AFRICA-EXC CONDX-GREAT TEST-TNX . . .K2AL. Conditions
were moderately good. Noise on the 15 meter band seemed louder than
last year. Antenna used was an end-fed half-wave vertical tuned for 15
meters . . .K2BCM. I was licensed on 04-02-2012. Kenwood TS-520S
into a 102' G5RV up 9M. Fun! . . .K2DEP. What fabulous conditions!
The morning EU runs were terrific - I was even called by BZ4DHI during the Saturday morning open. Pretty sure I never worked so many JAs
in one contest on 10. Even got a few to answer my CQs. Antenna was
4 element 10M Yagi, up 20 feet in restricted community. . . .K2PS. ELECRAFT K3 1 WATT TRIBANDER-DIPOLE . . .K2YG. Lots of fun with
KX3 and home brew antennas. Conditions great on most bands. Looking
forward to next year already . . .K2YGM. K3CCR is the club station at
the Collington retirement community. For CQ WW CW this year avail-

able operators were N3UM and K3DI. N3UM had welcome family houseguests over the weekend, so was limited to 2.7 hr. very early Sat. plus
the last 4.7 hr. on Sun., getting good EU runs on 20 and 15 m. K3DI was
able to put in 15.5 hr., getting ~2/3 of the total QSOs and 3/4 of the mults.,
making good use of skimmer and packet spots. The summary by bands
makes it obvious this contest was dominated by excellent high-band conditions. It did not seem either necessary or very productive to spend
much time on 40 or 80 m. More time on 10 m. would have been profitable: we simply didn't have the operator- hours available, and were getting very good rates on 20 and 15. The exceptional high-band conditions
are illustrated by our near-DXCC on 15 m., 93 countries in 23 hours. In
the last 3 hr. of the contest we worked 33 band-countries and 16 bandzones on 15 m. and 10 m. Seemed pointless to try 40 m. as is often done
. . .K3CCR. Great test, best SB80 year yet, Thanks all . . .K3JGJ. "Band
conditions were excellent for QRP." . . .K3TW. I didn't go for score, only
worked DX stations. Reduced power to 900 mW at times to work new mW
countries of which I worked 17 new ones for a total of 90 now. Also got
two overall new ones in 3B8MU and AH0K for a total of 221 QRP/CW/simple wire antenna countries. Great fun . . .K3WWP. My personal best....only
way I compete any more . . .K4AVX. Great conditions , Thanks to all 73
Riley . . .K4ORD. Licensed 8/31/2012 . . .K5MXG. Poor opening to Europe
first night discouraged me, but it was followed by a good opening to JA.
BI3SSB called during that opening. The second night, the European opening was up to almost average and the JA opening was good again. AH0K
called during that opening. Multiplier not so good, but all the JA QSO's
made for a good score . . .K5RX. WOW! What great conditions on all
bands . . .K5ZD. Great conditions highlight was 7O2A on 20 M . . .K5ZE.
Fantastic conditions. Thank you Sol. A record for my station . . .K6CSL.
What started as a "I just have time to SEARCH and POUNCE some AllTime New Ones" quickly turned into a more engaging contest; when I realized that conditions were so clear you could hear a pin drop on another
continent on the upper bands. I even had a couple runs which were a new
one for me in a DX contest. Thank goodness for all the JA's on the bands!
When the time was right I would swing the Yagi over that way and bring
my rate way up. What a blast! I did spend a ridiculous amount of time on
Friday and Saturday working on another project (my IOTA application) so
I have only that to 'blame' for not turning in more Q's. I ran my Yaesu FT857D, into a 500 watt amp (thanks N6DQ/K6YL). Antennas: Cushcraft
A3S Yagi up 10m, Ground-mounted Butternut HF9V, I used my 30m delta
loop for 40m with great results, and the 160m Inverted-L came in handy
for Top band. Notes for the future me: get something directional on 40m
and maybe even 80m, wireless headset (can't have latency so Bluetooth
is probably out) so you can roam about the QTH listening, get SO2R running, stay up late to work the waves of stations outside North America on
the low bands, get up early Sunday . . .K6JEB. great conditions, bad wx
here- never turned beam as it was so cold -12 at times, so used vertical
and it played very well...tnx for another fine test, with the poor wx, what
better place to spend my time . . .K7ABV. First contest, low score, tons
of fun . . .K7EPH. KX3 + Attic Dipole . . .K7MK. Just playing around looking for multipliers. Operated around 20 hours. Low power much more difficult to break big pileups. Thanks for everyone who worked us . . .K7RI.
Field day type setup at work using an old IC-746 (Only 70W Out) into a
rotatable dipole on 10M @ 28 ft (That Never Rotated), 1/4 wave verticals
with elevated radials on 15M & 20M, and a loaded Inv Vee on 40M @ 28
ft. Fabulous Conditions, All The Bands Were Simply AMAZING. Every
Band was filled with DX from all over the world as I worked several alltime new ones! I'm sure many records fell this weekend! To work what I
did with such simple antennas is mind blowing!! 40M Was By Far the Best
Band as I never expected to work 74 countries with such a low antenna!!!
Entirely Hunt & Pounce! Actually Kept My Fat Butt In The Chair 21 hrs!
CW ROCKS!!! . . .K7XC. radio icom 7000, antennas: qso king longwire
Thanks to all, had great time this year. See all in 2015. 73 Steve . . .K8FZY.
Great conditions! . . .K9GY. First time I operated CQWW Contest. It is
amazing what 5 watts can do with a wire antenna and a KX3 XCVR :Jim
K9TF . . .K9TF. I was mainly chasing new countries on 80m for 5bdxcc,
I completed my goal . . .KB2FCV. Repaired my 80 meter inverted vee
(broken when tree fell back in April) on Friday before the contest after
"trimming" (hacking down) an overgrown wire-eating fig tree . . .KC4TEO.
Tnx to 5W1SA for the new one . . .KE9EX. Great propagation conditions!
. . .KFØIQ. Technician Class: 100W TS850 KT34XA Dipoles . . .KF5OXZ.
16 hours into contest, I lost 10 meters, so quit, as I would no longer be
competitive. Still, had a great score at that point. Now to trace the problem on 10 meters - climbing the tower below freezing :-( . . .KG7H. JUST
PUTZIN AROUND. TEN WAS GOOD . . .KJ9C. Amazing condx! Huge
fun with just a dipole . . .KM3T. 15M ONLY AT LESS THAN 5 WATTS
OUTPUT . . .KN1H. When 10 meters is good it is good. It was an enjoyable contest . . .KN4Y. Great contest . . .KQ1P. I really don't think I've
ever done this before - getting over 60 countries on 3 bands and 40 being

the best. Don't know if it was just better cndx or the added length of wire
to my ant. but finally got EU stations on 40 without calling my head offenjoyable! . . .KS7T. A lot of fun for the short time I was on this weekend.
80m was very good Saturday night and 10m was excellent Sunday morning. . . .KV4QS. I couldn't get out of work on Monday so I played as a single-band entry this year. I chose 15 meters and put up my temporary loop.
I had a ton of fun with very good conditions on both days. The opening to
JA each evening was outstanding for me. Thanks for the Q's and I'll see
you again next year. 73 Tom . . .KV8Q. How about a class for those who
use no computer? . . .KW2J. Holiday commitments kept this to a Fri
nite/Saturday only affair, but still had a lot of fun, especially on 10m, which
seemed to be open to almost everywhere. Late in the afternoon, the JA's
just kept coming... Thanks for the QSO's! KX3+HR50 (50W) 44 ft doublet
up 70' on 20-10 Inv L on 40&80 . . .KX7L. all S&P . . .KY4P. Nice to see
higher bands open . . .NØXM. Low bands were great to the Middle East
and SW Asia . . .N1HOQ. I was on to check the program under high spot
loads from RBN. Conditions were so good on 15 Friday night, I got most
of the rare zones that I never get. That kept my interest up. I only missed
zone 34 on 15, but I did hear it at one point. The EUs were so strong, I
went and did something else. I should have called until I got him. I did get
34 on 10m, so I guess I can claim a zone "sweep" . . .N1MM. Great conditions, thanks to George NR5M for the use of his great station and hospitality. Thanks to all for the QSOs . . .N1XS. Had a lot of fun. Always a
challenge with tweens in the house. My son actually showed a little interest! . . .N2NI. Thanks to all who worked me. 73's Joe . . .N3JNX. JUST A
DRAKE C-LINE @ 60 W . . .N3RW. Please leave Classic exactly as it is
. . .N4AF. My first CQ WW CW contest - FUN! . . .N4KS. 88% of Qs were
Europe. Where was the rest of the world? . . .N4MJ. Everything was right
for this one...15m was really great! Strong signals from every direction...worked 13 Chinese stns. One nice surprise...called by
VU4KV...missed zones 23 & 34. Thanks to CQ and all who made it again
this year . . .N4PN. From vacation rental in Bristol, Sullivan Co., TN.
Focused on earning DXCC . . .N4QX. I'm reminded of the story about
John D. Rockefeller, who used to visit African-American churches on his
travels. One Sunday, after the collection plate made its way around the
building, the preacher announced "Today's collection is $3.42. If the bill
from the gentleman sitting in the back of the church is good, then the collection is $103.42." ... While calling CQ high in the band Sunday afternoon, I was answered by a station signing VU4KV, which would be an alltime new one. Even if the QSO turns out to have been with Andaman
Slim, there certainly was a lot of good DX being worked this past weekend . . .N4TZ. great conditions . . .N5EA. Ten Meters was HOT !!! . .
.N5KAE. Very Part Time . . .N5KF. House plumbing issue stopped play,
submitting for club score . . .N5PG. This was another last minute gig from
the N6GEO QTH. A tower failure relegated the 2-El Stepp-IR to a max
height of 20 feet. Extra radials on the 6-BTV made 80 meters possible to
14 countries, including Zone-14 in Europe; incredible from W6-land.
Conditions on 20, 15 & 10 we quite good. Unfortunately, our local S9 noise
source plagued us on 40 and to some degree on 80. However that did not
stop our the KPA-500 from getting us heard in virtually every QTH we
could hear. Our biggest problem was the disappearing virtual serial ports
for keying CW, so sometimes WQ6X was forced to have to send information by HAND, not by computer - horrors! People had trouble with the
N6GEO call so I would send it as N6G E O which made quite a difference.
We managed 116 countries overall and 32 out of the 40 zones - we worked
virtually every zone we could hear. The "exotic" callsigns made the contest even more enjoyable. Look for us next year . . .N6GEO. Very nice
conditions. Operated about 20 hours running 5 Watts to a 20 foot wire
thrown into a tree out my window. Total 64 Countries worked, a new record
for this station. Thanks to all for the QSOs and to Our Mr. Sun for the great
propagation! Go Arizona Outlaws! . . .N6HI. Conditions were excellent on
40 through 10 . . .N6MI. Great Contest! Caught VU4 at 9 AM local on 40
Meters! A WB7.. 2X2 called continuously over 8Q7DV, even on top of
QSOs. I watched him fade into the noise. He called only when he heard
others calling the station. Obviously he was not hearing the 8Q. First
time SO2R and the multipliers show it . . .N6RV. Station configured for
SO2R but entry is multi-single. Used Rig B as Mult radio. Made four
known mistakes in M/S; these are indicated as X-QSO so the stations
we erroneously worked won't lose credit. N1MM Logger Plus did not
have provision for this configuration, so had to add Rig 1 designators
manually . . .N6XI. Was only able to operate 8 hours this year, but I could
tell sunspots were WAY better than in 2008! CU next year! . . .N7EIE.
Had fun with my 3 hours of operating on 10 meters. See you next year
. . .N7VPN. Knowing there would be limited operating time, I set two
goals: 1,000,000 points ... and 1000 QSOs. Made both goals very easily! So glad that most DX operators are very good at hearing my signals.
SOME PEOPLE NEED TO FOLLOW THE DX CODE . . .N8DE.
Outstanding conditions. Best score in 20 years. Never called CQ. Only

vertical antennas. Always a great contest . . .N8MZ. Had fun . . .N8VW.
ADDED A FEW Q'S ON OTHER BANDS WHEN TIME PERMITTED, BUT
THIS IS IS ENTRY ONLY FOR 10 METERS . . .N8XX. Part time effort
only about 9 hours but in chair and didn’t try too hard . . .N9DFD. Had a
blast! KX3 at 5 watts and a HF9V was a challenge, but the PX3 was a
great help . . .N9JR. Once again a good time was had by all! I again chose
the non-assisted Classic entry as that is the type of operating I enjoy.
Tuning up and down the bands and and bouncing back and forth. I made
a conscious decision to move from band to band more often in my quest
to work DXCC. I always seem to fall a few entities short, so I tried to maximize my chances. With JW7QIA in the log at 2154 on Sunday afternoon
for #100, and just a little over 18 hours in the chair, I decided that was the
finish I was looking for! I had just gotten back from a four week business
to several parts of Asia the Wednesday afternoon before the contest. Jet
lag was a factor in my operating, so with 100DX complete, I was toast!
Very interesting propagation on 20 meters Sunday afternoon. Short path
to EU, with some polar flutter from far north latitudes in EU. to long path
prop to VK area, and skewed polar path to JA. As I was working EU up
20m, I worked VK2DX long path (checked short path to be sure), then a
bit later, worked JA3YBK with 2 element beam pointed NE. I checked his
signal direct NW after working him and he dropped down a couple "S"
units and became very muddy to copy. Nice opening Saturday night on
10 and 15 to JA and other parts of Asia. Some contacts were easy, first
call, and others, a lot, not so easy! In all my years of amateur radio I have
never operated with an amp. After 38 years of operating this way, I see
no need to change! Low power low hanging antennas, and working up
and down the bands blind is the only way I know to operate. There is a
surprise new call awaiting your next spin of the dial! 73 Gene . . .N9TF.
Great Contest this year. Bands in great shape all weekend . . .ND3R. 100
watts and a short multi-band vertical dipole in my condo driveway, hi. Good
conditions. Had fun . . .NG2O. Not bad for QRP and an end fed-z at 15
feet! . . .NK5G. Just playing around, due to family obligations. Lots of echo
on EU sigs Saturday and Sunday morning. Also, ANYTHING crossing the
Equator had a serious TEP sound to it. I usually hear it exclusively on
near perpendicular N-S paths, but this time, it was anything at all - even
across into Africa, or the South Pacific. I can't say I've ever noted that
before. It made copy quite difficult at time . . .NN4X. Goal was to make
200 contacts this year. Reached it, finally, including dupes, which are still
in the log. I am sure there are a whole bunch of botched calls. Each year
they seem to send faster, and my ears seem less capable of picking out
the calls. RF kept getting into my computer/K3 setup, making it necessary to disconnect the USB-serial cable, and just use N1MM as the log,
and not to send my call and exchange. Thank goodness for the Logikey
K-5. Pete . . .NO2D. New personal best. All search and pounce. Tripled
my previous high score. Awesome conditions . . .NW3H. 101 QSO's Just
over 2 hours, 10 meters only, 1 pass bottom to top of band . . .WØEB.
Wilderness Sierra @ 2-5w. 40m dipole up 38ft. Slow start on 10m but then
the Q's just kept coming on 15. Highlights included BY5CD, AH0K,
JW7QIA on 15 (DXCC#129), but only 38 Q's on 40. Great time!! . .
.WØRSP. Many thanks to Will K6ND and Pamela K6NDV for invitation
and to let me use their nice station in Contest. Nice RIG setup and antennas. Specially on lower bands. Thanks for good hospitality . . .W1/SP4Z.
First CW Contest! . . .W1DYJ. One antenna for all bands: wire, 9m (30ft)
high and 21m (70ft) long . . .W1HIS. Decided to be exclusively S&P this
year, not to try for wallpaper. Surprised that so many had difficulty copying my call with /6, but using out of area W1PR in Zone 3 causes problems, too. Good condx . . .W1PR. Returning vet High Score SOAB USA
CW 1970 as K1KTH . . .W1QS. Great band condx. Fun time . . .W2BEW.
Part time effort, due to prior commitments, only 27 hours of operating . .
.W2EN. Not a bad way to check out a new rig . . .W3SA. Worked spots
since so many don't use their callsign on a regular basis, so it’s probably
60 busted QSOs. lol . . .W4KAZ. Licensed 12-22-2014 . . .W4TTM. First
time ever for over one million claimed score in this contest . . .W5RYA.
OH - those rippling speeding dits !! . . .W5THT. Fun contest but family
coming in AFTER THANKSGIVING TOOK AWAY OP TIME . . .W5XB.
Beat my personal record (1999) by 30%. VU4KV on 40m was a big thrill
. . .W6JTI. Fighting a bad cold, but still had fun. Barefoot and vertical did
well Can't stay up like the old days . . .W6LEN. Just checking out the new
rig, the transition from the IC756pii to the K3, Microkeyer2r and new version of N1MM, plus my limited CW skills made this a challenge. With practice and perseverance I will overcome my challenges . . .W6NS. Icom IC7800, Acom 2000A, 40M Four Square phased vertical array. Operating
early evenings and mornings I managed to log five hours of operating
time. 73 de Joe . . .W6RLL. Flex 6300 Elecraft KPA 500 & KAT 500, TH7,
Gap Voyager . . .W6SDM. Great conditions on 10 meters made this a fun
contest. Even the QRP stations were loud. There was so much activity,
at times up to 28.170, that it was hard to find a run spot. Even then, it was
hard to get enough separation, since runs between two close stations with

good filters occasionally got mixed, which will account for some NIL
entries. I never heard zones 17-21-22-34-37-39 from here in Southern
CA, but it was nice to find both JT1BV and BG9XD for 23. Another plus
was finding XV, 3W, and several HS for zone 26. Regardless of continuous participation, this is my first CQWW CW post in 5 years, since I am
so disgusted at the use of spots/skimmers that have made such a mess
of contesting. I still dream of a real DX contest where the competitors all
have to do their own work, instead of relying on someone or something
else to do it for them . . .W6YA. Got the old worm warmer out, ARC5 VFO,
keyed 6AG7/807 MOPA with one of the old W7RM 833a tubes as a final
at about 350w, antenna was a half wave inverted L, and the receiver an
NC183 with a two turn loop sitting on the operating table . . .W7DRA.
Excellent contest - super condx!!! . . .W8WA. Not much time but fun with
low dipole . . .W9KHH. A barrel of fun for a few hours. Next year - more
seat time !! . . .W9YA. Just worked the last few hours of contest. Good
condx to Europe from Arizona. Thanks to all that heard my puny signal
!!!!! . . .WA0QVC. Everything was in place for a great weekend.... then
Mr. Murphy visited. 2 1/2 hours into contest SB 40 swr went sky high! I
did not want to switch entry category, so I said I wonder if my 80 mtr loop
will load on 40? I knew it would not be like my 2 el at 70 ft but what the
heck. Yep it loaded so on with the show. I was able to climb tower Sunday
afternoon and repair coax but by this time all the good night propagation
was missed. 73 Bob . . .WA1FCN. Finally worked a HS0 - He was in the
clear . . .WA2VZQ. I just love this contest! . . .WA3C. Lots of fun . .
.WA4HXC. KX3/KXPA100 @100 wts to G5RV (40M) and Vertical (2010M) . . .WA5RML. bands in good shape and 10 was hopping till the
end . . .WA5ZKO. Great openings on 10, 15, and 20 meters! Working
almost one station per minute on 20 meters on Sunday morning with my
100 watts! We managed to work 70+ countries and 28+ zones on those
3 bands. I was only 2 contacts short of a 700k score! I even got 52 countries and 24 zones on 40 meters. It was lots of fun but I really need to
have new tubes in my amps. I should have the amps up and working for
the ARRL DX contests . . .WA6KHK. First CQ WW CW contest. Enough
new countries for a CW DXCC now! . . .WA6MHZ. I had one hell of a
time with the receiver(s)!!! First, I took a small lightning hit while operating as W1AW/7--sent the main FT-1000D transceiver off for repairs.
Next, I purchased another used FT-1000D and placed it into operation
only to find out the antenna relay was intermittent after it got warm. Next,
I took out my third FT-1000D (spare station) and put it in place only to
find out the antenna relay in it had the same problem as the second one!
By intermittent I mean really bad--they would barely work after the transceiver became warm with the intermittent problem becoming so bad the
antenna circuit was mostly open! Try working stations with that! Needless
to say I turned things off several hours before the end of the contest! . .
.WA7LT. Bands in great shape . . .WA7NB. 10 meters, single band,
QRP. Thank you all for a fun time! about 7 hours op time due to other
obligations. FT-2000, 5 watts, Mosley PRO 67B at 48 feet 92 QSOs / 42
COUNTRIES / 21 ZONES . . .WA8REI. Interesting band conditions last
night... 10 and 15 were still open to the South Pacific to well into darkness. A couple of important keys on the keyboard failed this afternoon
which took time to get and set up a new one. We had lots of family here
at the ranch for Thanksgiving and a few days either side so keeping them
happy really cut into radio time. We did get a few pictures of our
Granddaughter with headphones on listening to whatever she found not
boring. Thanks for all of the QSOs, it was a lot of fun. Bill . . .WB6JJJ.
Great sunspots X new Hustler 6BTV = Fun on the bands! . . .WB8JAY.
Good conditions on the four bands I worked. Thanks for digging my puny
QRP signal out of the mud, especially for the 17 stations who worked
me on 40m. Station: KX3 to an indoor dipole. Thanks for the QSOs! 73
de Chris, WB9G/4 . . .WB9G. That was fun! A lot of personal highs: *
Highest CW QSO total in any contest from home. * Highest country total
in any contest from home. * Highest CQWW CW score, almost twice my
personal best. Yet, there's LOTS of room for improvement. Still a lot of
S&Ping, but I did CQ in this one more than usual. Still got 6 hours of
sleep each night. And lots of antenna problems. 40M beam got fried this
summer from lightning, so only a 30 foot (10m) high dipole instead. My
2-stack of KT34XAs also developed a problem so only the low (50') one
worked. My S9+20 160M RFI noise is the worst it's been in 15 years,
and the noise blanker did not help enough. Was surprised to work a few
countries there. Congrats to those stations with signals big enough to
top the noise. I'm sure lots of other records set. Great conditions on all
bands. Congrats to all for the high scores, and thanks for the QSOs. Chad
. . .WE9V. Great conditions, highlight was working zones 38 and 40 . .
.WFØT. Incredible conditions, got 7O, VU4, 8Q and much more in one
weekend . . .WO7R. A hunt and peck weekend with very nice 10 and 15
openings observed into Southwest United States . . .WO7T. New Antenna
and conditions were really good . . .WO9B. If I could learn to type and
copy at 50 wpm I could do better . . .WS3C.

